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FOREWORD

.

The American Society for Engineerisng Education is publishing this
monograph to help the engineering department heads in the Society
better understand sane of the facets of their jobs. It is not a
"how to run your department" monographs but rather some ideas that ,

various people in the society havefound useful in their jobs.
Hopefully'this initial effort will stimulate others to share their
ideas with colleagues.

0

0
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EtTIMATING

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT CAPACITY
FOR' AN ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

411

T:W.F. Russell
R. L. Daugherty
A. F. Graziano
University of Delaware

INTRODUCTION

For several years academic institutions have experienced budget-
ary constraints that require mope thorough analyses of their programs.
Most institutions have data collection procesi'es that include the
determination of faculty workload, course and department student enroll-
ment, class size, etc.; but little has been done to determine capacity
from this data. To make the necessary decisions resulting from budget
constraints, admihistrators need to better understand the requirements
and objectives of the academic programs. Forthermore', there is a need
to account for differences in disciplinary char'acteristics which must
be a part of any evaluation process.

.Thd- purpose of the present paper is to set forth a procedure that
determines undergraduate student capacity for an existing or contem-
plated engkeering department. The procedure accounts for overall
departmental objectives before examining the other factors which affect
the department's ability to adequately service its undergraduate
students. Although undergraduate student capacity is a necessary

, final. result of the analysisan understanding of the factors affect-
ing this number is also important and the procedure can be used to
determine the consequences of:

(i) changes in the way the faculty divides its time
between teaching, research and service.

. (ii) changes in class size

(iii) changes in supporting staff '

(iv) changes in funding for supplies and equipMent

(v) changes in- facilities

When applied to an existing situation the method identifies
problem areas and potential problem areas. The typical response to a
university budget crisis is a "temporary" campus-wide reduction or
T-eallocation of specific funds deemed ,to be least critical to the "
institution taken as a Whole. Very often these decisions prove to be
unworkable or at the very least inconvenient for an individual

e
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department. The procedure'advar6ed in this paper provides an easily

applied methodology to compare possiple alternatives in the deployment

of resources as well as to eliminate from consideration thote changes

which are not acceptable. The method can also provide to internal and
external evaluation and review committees a basis upon which judgements

Can be made. ECPA accreditation review teams are presently provided
with ,theonecessary data to complete the'proposed analysis. Using it

should give the evaluation committee a better understanding of the
.strengths and weaknesses of the department under review.

Any method used to estimate student Capacity must provide for

certain value judgements. These judgements must be based on averages

for the department as a whole to eliminate the wide variety of roles

played by individual faculty members. Those judgements concerning the

faculty and their overall workload as a whole are the most important;
and it is impreative that department and college attitudes and policies
be incorporated into the calculation. The analysis allows for this by

providing guidelines for the quantification of faculty effort based on
commonly accepted broad definitions of fa'Culty activities. Starting

with this initial step the maximum number of undergraduate student
spaces that can be handled by the department is c8lculated fora set

of stated conditions. Modification of the maximum student spaees-aue
to inaOquate instructional laboratory space, staff support, and/or.----

funding is the second step of the procedure. The value judgements

associated with the stand used to calculate these inadequacies

can be based either bn evi us studies of engineering curricula [1,

2,3,4,5] or modified va ues hat are appropriate for tte given depart-

ment. In this paper th t ndai.ds, as well as ranges for some of

them; are explicitly,Stated or each inadequacy,so that the procedure

can be easily modified.

DETERMINATION OF FACULTY COURSE CAPACITY FACTOR

By far the most important component of any method of determining
a department's undergraduate student capacity is the faculty's capabil-

ity for effectively teaching students. This key parameter is included

in the analysis as a faculty course capacity factor which can be
estimated by persons knowledgeable about the faculty's activities.

There are b"asically five major activities to which faculty devote-

their time:

(1) tea irig . .

(2) tours and curritulum.developmErt
- (3) resear Zi

(4) professional service

(5) institutional service
. '

, Consulting activity, 'although important in judging the quality of the

department's program, is considered to be a private professional ac-

tivity pursued by the faculty on their own time. Each of the last

four activities listed above can be quantified for a department con-
sidered as a.whole.and.Tables I to IV provide the means to do this for

2



' engineering department. Since the procedure is designed for a
department with an undergraduate program, Tables Ito IV are defined to -
assure that, on the average, at least 30% of the faculty's time is de-
voted to teaching. Once a rating has been established for each pf the
activities in the tables, the differend between their sum and 100
provides a measure of faculty time allotted to teaching activities'. The
faculty course capacity factor (FCCF) is defined as this differenced
divided by 100; Table V summarized the calculation. The FCCF is the
fraction of the time the faculty as a whole is able to devote to,both
gr,aduate and undergraduate in-class instruction.

DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT SPACES IN A DEPARTMENT

Althpugh.unaergraduate student capacity of a department is the .

quantity most college administrators would like to refer to, it is an
ill-defin phrase that has many varied connotations. We have chosen
to 61eula e an easii.y defined quantity; the department capacity of
undergrad te,studenripaces, DSS. This is the number oT adequately
supported.spaces available in undergraduate courses'taught by thedW-
pertment.

Many colleges pid universities have data in terms ofStudent
credit hours taught by -the faculty per academic session. Although this
quantity is closely associated with the department student spaces, DSS,
it varies greatly between universities because of the number of credits
assigned to courses; and, thus, student credit hours is not as useful
a number for comparison purposes.

*

The first step toward estimating the adequately supported depart-
ment studer spaces, DSS, is the maximum number pf onde+aduate
student spaces available in a department, MSS: The MSS js a number
dependent only upon,faculty availability to teach courses; it ignores-
other resource requirements. Inadequacies in supporting, staff, labora-
tory instructional space, and/or funding for supplies and equipment -
quantities which restrict ,the faculty's ability to devote their time
effectively to teaching - prealculated based on the MSS. The depart-
ment undergraduate student spate capacity (DSS) is obtained from the
MSS by taking these inadequacies into/account.

The maximum undergraduate studdrit capacity for a department (MSS)
.d6pends on:

(a) the number of full-time equivalent
faculty in the department (FF)

(b) the fraction of faculty time available
to teach courses (FCCF)

\___--
(c) the adpinistered workload of the

faculty (AWL)
(d) the fraction of facplty time devoted to

teaching graduate courses (GCF)
(e) the number of students that can be effectively taught

' in an engineering class section (SPC)

I.

It
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A. Tables I to -V are used to compute the FCCF. The number of full-time p.

faculty, FF, must be a knowp for any analysis. FF includes all depart-

1. ment faculty supported by unrestricted funds ("hard dollars ") allocatO

by the.college or university to the department. Departmbnt heads and"
,

\others in the department with assigned administrative *itiesonay be

. Counted as fiactional positions when calcalating the F.F. If an existing

artment is being reviewed, FF is a known; if possible alternatives ,

under review or an envisioned department is being evaluated, FF can

be evigned a value. The number of students that can be effectively

taught in an engineering class, SPC, is a controversial quantity. It

is our strong contention that a quality program requires this number to ,-

be betw en 20 and 30, depending to some extent on course level. In

order to calculate the MSS, the administered workload (AWL) is a number
with dime* ions of class sections per faculty member and, for many col-
leges and loiversities, it is the quivalent of about four three-hour
class sktitips per faculty member per academic session.

*c. .

The maxAym undergraduate student spaces for a department (MSS),is:

ar

MSS = (FF) (FCCF) (CWL) (SPC) (1)

where: .1 . ,
,

4

FCCF = faculty c rse capacity factor already

determined ,(see Table V)

FF = numb& of fu l-time equivalent faculty)
in the depart),ent .

CWL = undergraduate Cburst workload, Qlass

sections per fatuity member per
academic session

CWL r- AWL (1-GCO, where

AWL = administered workload, clAs
sections per faculty member

per session

.0CF = fraction of the AWL which icy
devoted to teaching graduate
courses

12)

SPd = number of undergraduate, students that
can be effectively taught in an
epgineering class section

The product of CWL and FCCF represents the average
course load of the faculty which many institutions
refer to as accepted pradtice.

The MSS is the maximum number of undergraduate student spaces avail-
able in courses taught by the dePartment. In order for a departMent

to meet its minimum requirements, the MSS mist equal or exceed the

product of the number of undeegraddate sections that must be taught

per academic session times the SPC. If this is not true, the funda-
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mental teaching resource (i.e: faculty) is in short supply'and it is not
possible for the department to meet its instructional responsibility to
the undergraduate students.

An example ofthe calculatiOn bf the MSS and all other pertinent
quantities is given tater in the paper.

MODIFICATIONS IN.STUDENT,SPACES

If the department under review does not have the necessaryisupport-
ingg staff and funding or if tee facilities do not meet.minimum standards,
the maximum student space capacity (MSS) should be decreased accordingly.

.1here are five-f act-Or§-willth influence the teaching effectiveness of the
faculty that can be quantitatively evaluated:

1) graduate teaching assistants'
(2) instructiona)/laboratory space ,

(3) non - academic support` personnel

(4) capital, equipment,expenditures
(5) appropriations for expendibles

Each of these vill be discussed separatiV7Thet-Cdfnbirecrerrert-Sr
the department student space capacity will be analyzed through an

interative scheme.

'

The first factor, graduate teaching assistants, can be evaluated
simply by treating this resource as a partial extension of the teaching

faculty. The model provides for certain assuMptions abqut the nature
of t1 teaching assigned to graduate teaching assistants and converts
this directly into student spa-e equivalents. A Cobb - Douglas produc-
tion function [6] will be used to relate the loss or gain in student
spaces to the inadequacy or surplus associated with each of the other
four given above. The model assumes that the availability of faculty
time is the single most important factor in determining the instructtbn-
al "product," $.e:, the maximum number of student spaces, MSS. But

supporting resources are required. -The Cobb- Douglas production func-
tion gNes it quantitative assessment of the relative dependence of-
faculty time on instructional laboratory' space, support personnel, and
expenditures for equipment andexpendibles. Let R designate the ratio
of the available support resources to that required (the standard) for
each of th8e. The ideal production capacity possible with adequate
personnel and funding tssimply the maximum number of student spaces,
MSS. Any deficiency, D, is related toland MSS through the Cobb-
Dodglas formula:

' D
1 R

M5S

where b is an empirically assigned numberand varies between 0.3 and
1.0. The relationship for different values of R and b is given in
Fig 1; larger values, of b indicate a more profound effect of the

.,deficiency on output. 4 ,

5
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-1.. Graduate Teaching Assistants .

Graduate teaching assistants a, engineering departments normally

'perform the dual roles of servicing courses and laboratories while

pursuing the necessary graduate course work and thesis research to

complete their degree requirements; This makes it somewhat difficult

,to quantify their duties on the basis of hours worked-per week. We

propose to define a full-time lraduate teaching assistant as onewho

devotes approximately 20 hours per Week to helping the faculty.ln its

teaehing duties., Many engineering departments may wish to use a dif-

ferent definition and tq..(3) xontains a factm EH, to accomodate this

difference.

) For a quality program in engineering it is necessary to provide one

full-time graddate teaching,assastant for. about every four full-time

equivalent faculty members and the equation for the'factor R which

compares the actual number .d0 assistants (GTA) to the full-time faculty

(FF) contains this factor; .

GTA, EH.

R = 4 FF 2 (3)

Where: GTA' = actualnuri er o. graduate reaching
assistants in department supported

by instructional funds .

FF = full-time equivalent faculty ig

department

-EH . average number of hours per week
each Xssistant is expected to
devote to assisting the faculty
in its teaching activities

If Lf Ris less than unity, faculty must be employed in activities

commonly handled by,graduate teaching assistants. In such cases, the

productof FF/4 and' (1-R) gives the deficiency in the number of assis-

tants. A graduate teaching assistant cam be .considered to handle the

equivalent of eithera course or a pertioff of a course per academic
.session; thus, there is a direct relationship between student-spaces

and any deficiency. Multiplying the deficiency in assistants by the

product of, the avgragq.pumer of student spaces in-an engineering class

section and the course-Toad per graduate teaching assistant, ECL, gives

the deficiency in student spaces-due to inadequate graduate teaching

assistant support 1GAD):

If R > 1 GAD = 0 1 '

/f R < 1, GAD = (FF/4) (1-R) (SPC) -(ECL)
(4)

where: SPC = number of students that'cln be
effectively-autgit in an engineering
class section 420 to 30)

ECL i'equivalent.course load per graduate'
teaching,assistant, a number normally

between 0.0.and 1.0

1 .9
4. 4,
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and the maximunl number of student spaces must be modified accordingly .

to obtain MSS
1:

,
,..,

.

'
. .

, MSS
1

= MS' -,GAD

If R is greater than unity, there is an investment in GU
resources which could be transferred to other supporting resources
which may be in short supply. In this case, the product of FF/4 and
(R-1) gives the surplus, in the number of assistants.: Multiplying ti-Ns
product by the average budget outlay for an assistant (GAB) givesthe
amount of funds Mich can be allocated to other funding deficiencies,

'GAS:
0

If R < 1, GAS = 0

If R > 1., GAS = (FF/01 (R-1) (GAB)

where: GAB = average budget outlay for 4graduatt teaching
assistant, dollars.

2. Instructional Laboratory Space

Each engineering curriculum must include a laboratory portion
which requires adequate space. To determine if present, laboratory
space is sufficient, the space required to handle the maximum student

load, MSS" needs to be calculated. To perforM this calculation, an

estimate of the laboratory course load of the 'department is needed. .

Since courses taken by,departmental majors are indicative of the
types of courses offered by a department, the curriculumtaken by
such students will be used to estimate tt his load. Let LP be the
ratio of the number of hours_departmentsmNors spend in department
laboratories during their tenure in the department to the total
number of contact hours these students spend in all department courses.
This latter number is to include both required courses and technical
elective courses taken within the department. For an engineering ,

department, LP is usually between 0.25 and 0.50.

Assuming that such space will be occupied 20 hours per week
with 80% station utilization, Bareither and,Schillinger (,4) have
'estimated the net assignable square feet of instructional laboratory .

space required per weekly student'hour for many fields of study.
If the average engineering laboratory session meets three hours per
week, these numbers can be modified to give net assignable square

, feet per student, DSF: These factors are presented for several
engiheeiing departments in Table'VI.

. ,

The required instructional laboratory space, in sq. ft., (RLS),

is then:

RLS ="(LP) (MSS1) (DSF) (6)

7
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Comparing this ,te the present instructional laboratory space (PLS).gives
A ratio, Rl:

PLS

RLS (7)

Obviously, if R1 iS equal to or greater than unity, there is sufficient
instructional laboratory space in the department. If RI is less than
unity, there is a student spaCe deffcieocy due to inadequate laboratory
space and MSS., must be modified. For instructional laboratory space,

there,is almost a linear relationship between an inadequacy and a loss
'° of student spaces. Therefore, the Cobp-Douglas function relating the

student space deficiency due to inadequate laboratory space (LSD) is:

If Rl > 1, LSD = O
b
1

If Rl < 1, LSD = MSS., (1-R1 i

where b1 is expected to range bet een 0.7 and 1.0.

3. Non-Academic'eersonnel in Department

Peters (.1) has established the following ratios of full-time
equivalent faculty (FF) to the number of full-time equivalent nonr

' academic personnel (FS) for engineering departments: ,

(8)

8

Typesof Teaching I*ad , FF/FS-Ratio,

Ldver-division undergraduate
. .

Upper-divisfonirodergraduate

Master's Program

Doctoral Program

5

3

1.5

,1

A ratio of 4:1 is taken as the minimum acceptable standard in an
undergraduate engineering, department. *Since the faculty course --

capacity factor (FCCF) is a measure of the instructional activities
of the departmental faculty, four times the FCCF approximates the
ratios suggested 6S, Peters. By defining a ratio Rg:

R2 = 4 (FCCF) FS (9)

where:

FF

FS = full-time equivalent non-academic

personnel supported by instructional

funds allocated by the college or



university to heiepa'rtment 4

an inadequacy in non=academic personnei can be quantified. As before.,
if the ratio is less than unity, a modification in MSS1 must be made

since there are insufficient non-academig personnel to provide the
support required by the faculty. The student space deficiency due to
inadequate non-academic support personnel .(DSD) is:

If R2 >1, DSD = 0
,

If R2 < 1, DSD = MSS., (1-R2 ) (10)

with b2 having a range of 0.5 to 1.0. We believe that b2 should be in

the upper range for most engineering departments!

If R2 is greater than unity, there is an investment in non-
academic personnel which can be reallocated to other support
resources that may be in short supply. The funds available for
reallocation due to an excessive number of non-academic personnel,
FSS, is:

If Re < 1, FSS = b

FF 1
If R2 > 1, FSS = (R2-1) (4) (

FCCF
(FSB)

where: FSB = average budgeted salary for a full -time equivalent

staff position, dollars.

4. Capital Equipment Expenditures
11.

Laboratory equipment is a necessary part of any engineering
curriculum; Peters ()) and the ECPD (5) have given some indication
of the magnitude of the equipment inventory required for the
undergraduate program of an engineering department. To maintain a
iinimum current, workable laboratory, we estimate an expenditure
requirement of approximately $1,000 per year per full-time
equivalent faculty member (based on 1975 dollars). If equipment
is not replaced at this rate, laboratory experiments will become
outdated and there will be an increase in necessary equipment
maintenance and repair.

-' Because the purchase.of large pieces of equipment can result
in uneven'expenditures of funds over the years, the capital
equipment expenditures, for the last five years (EE5) is used to

- define the ratio of the actual expenditures to the minimum standard:

EE5 164

(R3 FF (5Q00),C15F
(11)

9



where: EE5 = actual capital equipment expenditures for the

last five years purchased from instructional ful4s

for undergraduate laboratories allocated by the

college or university to the department, dollars

CPI = consumer price indek,'CPI = 100 in 1967 and 164

'in 1975

An R4 of less than unity indicates that faculty time must be devoted
to servicing laboratory sections to make up for obsolete and
inadequate equipment. This results in a student space deficiency due
to inadequate capital equipment expenditure (EED):

If R3 > 1, EED = 0
b
3

If R3 < 1, EED = MSS., (1-R3 ) (12)

b
3

is expected to range between 0.4 and,0.6.

If the ratio R3 is greater than unity, there are funds allocated
to equipment purchases that could be /*allocated to other support
resources without decreasing the departmental student space capacity.
The funds available for reallocation due to an excessive appropriation
to equipmea, EES, is: A

If R3 < 1, EES = 0
.

CPI
If R3 > 14tEES = (R3-1) (FF) (1000) (TN)

where:. ,EES = funds available for reallocation from yearly

appropriation /by- equipment averaged over the

last five years, dollarg.

5. Apprdpriations for Expenditures -

,

For tie faculty to effectively devote their time to teaching, suf-
ficient supplies and expense funds must also be available. Although

Peters tl] Ras presented data giving adequate levels for such expendi-
tures in 1967, they do not represent the drastic increases in telephone
and copying expenses that have occurred since then. ECPD [5] published

some 1975 data for this item which should include these enlarged
expenditures. Using these data, $1,000 (1975 dollars) per full-time
equivalent.faculty is estimated as a reasonable standard.

To account for yearly fluctuatiohs in the departmental tludget,
. this standard is compared with the existing yearly expendibles

10



appropriations averaged over the last two years (YEA):

YEA 64
R4

1,000 (FF)
1

(13)

wher4: YEA = yearly expendable appropriations (averaged over the .

last two years) from instructional funds for-the

o undergraduate program allocated by the college or

university to the department, dollars.

If R4 is less than unity, a decrease in the maximum number of student
Vspaces results. The student space deficiency due to inadequate

expendibles appropriations (ESD) is:

I. If R4 > 1, ESD = 0

b

'If R4 < 1, ESD = MSS1 (l -R4
4

) (14)

As was the case for capital equipment expenditures, the deficiency
and faculty productivity relations not linear and b4'is taken

be between 0.6 and.0.8.

Wwithout
Again, if R4 is greater than unity, funds can be reallocated

ithout deCreasing the departmental student space capacity.
The funds-available for reallocation due to excessive app priations
to expendibles, ESS, is: .

If R4 < 1, ESS = 0

If R4 > 1, ESS = (R4-1) (FF) (
(CPI)

where: tSS = funds available for reallocation 'from yearly

expendibles appropriation, dollars.

COMBINED EFFECT OF MODIFICATIONS IN
STUDENT SPACES

The combined effect orthe inadequacies calculated above is not
the summation of the independent deficiencies. The total effect'
is obtained through an iterative process.

By subtracting the greatest of the four deficiencies LSD, DSD,
EED, and ESD from MSS1, a new MSS can be calculated. This

completely eliminates this one factor's affect on the MSS. The new
MSS obtained is used in recalculating the remaining deficiencies;
and the process is continued until all four factors have been -used
to modify MSS. The result is the department undergraduate student

rl
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space capacity (DSS). The DSg is only an estimate which shduld be
considered 'accurate to within + 10%. The example will help to

*illustrate the-procedure.

It must be remembered that if R1, R2,, R3, and/or R4 are greater
than unity, reallocation of funds from one suppprt resource to another
is possible. Such changes in funding a*fect the department undergraduate
student spaces and should be seriously unvestigated.,,

DEPARTMENT STUDENT CAPACITY

To use the d4partment student space capacity (DSS) in
evaluating an existing or envisioned department,'it is necessary to
know:

1. the distribution of student (majors and non-majors) requiring
instruction at each level (freshman, sophomore, junior,
-senior). .

2. the number of required and technical elective courses-to be
taught at each level.to each group per academic session

Multiplying the appropriate quantities at each level and summing the
results gives the number of department undergraduate student'space
requests (RSS) anticipated for the academic session.

ROuired courses and technical electjve courses need to' be

handled separately in this summation. The student spaces for

required courses are obtained by multiplying the number of courses
at each level by the student population which must take these courses.
For technical elective courses, the summation includes the product
of the number of different sections that may be taught and the SPC.
The number of different technical elective course sections is a
function of both curriculum requirements and the diversity of technical
elective courses to be offered. The.technical elective portion

of the RSS must at least equal the number of required technical
elective courses per academic session multiplied by the Student
population taking such courses. The example will help to clarify

the calculation.

If the requested student spaces, RSS is less than or equal to
the department student spaces, DSS, the department can manage the

undergraduate course load. If RSS is greater than DSS, the
department is operating at greate'r than the maximum capacity implying
that the resources of the department are inadequate.

EXAMPLE

To understand the calculation of the department undergraduate
student space capacity, consider a chemical engineering department
of fifteen (15) full-time equivalent faculty (because of .

administrative duties, the chairperson is included as 0.5 FTE)

18



with an administered workload of twelve credit hours per semesteih a
university using the semester system. knormal course, which meets
three hours'per week; is assighed three credit hours. Thus, the
administered workload (AWL) founclass sections per fa'culty member
per academic session. The average number of students capable of being
taught in any class section (SPC) is assumed to be 25.

Tables I-V are employed to determine that the FCCF for this
department is d.5 (50% of the faculty's time is devoted to graduate
and undergraduate in-clas instruction). If approximately 25%,of the
department faculty's time 's devoted to tgaching graduate courses,
Eq. (2) giv'es:

CWL = AWL (1-GCF)

The MSS is calculated using Eq: (1):

= 563 student spaces

To calculate the student space deficiencies resulting from
inadequate instructional laboratory space, support staff, and/or
funding, the department must supply the additional data-listed in

Table VII. The student space deficiency diJe to inadequate graduate

assistant support .for such a department is:

3 20
= 4

= 0.80

(1-R) (SPC) (ECL)
Eq. (4): GAD

4

19 student spaces'

and, using Eq. (5):

MSS/ = MSS - GAD

= 563 - 19

= 544 student spaces

13
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,The other deficiencies can be calculated using MSSi:

(1) Eq. (6) gives the required instructional laboratory space (RLS):

RLS = (LP) (MSS1) (DSF)

= (0.40) (544) (30.00)

= 6,528 ft.
2

Eq. (7),,gives the ratio of requiredolaboratory spade to present

space (R1):

PLS
R1 =

RLS

R1
1 5380
a78-

RI = 0.824

and the student space deficiency due to inadequate laboratbry space

(LSD) is found using Eq. (8):

since RI <-1,
b,

LSD = MSS
1

(1-R1
to

1)

1.0

LSD = 544 (1-0.824 )

LSD = 36 student spaces

(2) Uge of Eq. (9) and (10) gives the deficiency due to inadequate

non-academic support personnel:

FS
R2 = 4 (FCCF) rr

8
R2 = 4 (0.5) Ts-

I

14

R2 = 1.07

Since R2 > 1, DSD = 0; but funds may be'reallocated from this

resource toone of the other areas. If the average budgeted

amount per staff position is $6,000, the funds available are:

1

FSS = (R2-1 )
(-FF ) (FCCF)

FS8)

15 1

= (0.07) .,(4-4) (TO (6,600)

= $3,150

L

2- 0

e
tiy
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13) Eq. (11) and (12) are used to calculate the student space
deficiency due to inadequate capital equipmynV expendieures:

EE5 164
R3

. ,FF (5000) CPI

65 000_ ,
164

- (15) (5,000) TTE

= 0.826

Since R3 < 1:

b,

EED = (MSSI) (l -R3

(544) (1: .826'5)

= 49 student spaces

(4) To calculate the deficiency due to inadequate appropriations.
for expendibles; use Eq. (13) and (14)

D4 YEA . 164

" ' (T000) cFF) TFT

9,000 ( 164

,0000) (15) T77

=.0.572

4.

Since R4 < 1: 4

b,

ESD = MSS
1

(l -R4

= (544) (f-.572'7)

1 = 176 student spaces-

e-.hus; the deficiencies are:

duate Teaching Assistants GAD 19.

'Instructional Laboratory Space LSD 96.

Non - Academic Personnel DSD 0.

,Capital Equipment Expenditures EED 49.
p

Appropriatiohs . ESD 176. ',. .

The largest of the last four is aed to obtain a new.MSS. For

this example, ESD is the largest deficiency and is 176 student

'spaces. SubtraCting this deficiency from MSS., gives MSS2

s.

'4
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,

MSS
2

= 544 - 176 = 368

Recalsulating the remaining deficiencies using MSS2 gives

-(1) DSD= 0,(obvious.from previous calculations)

(2) S = (14) (368) (30) T. 4416 t

RI >

LSD = 0.
b,

*7 (3) EEDit= (MSy.(1-R3

= (368) (1-8.26'5)

=,33 student spaces,

The iteration process is completed when only .qtv deficiency

remains. The department space capacity (DSS) is cibliOned by
subtracting this remaining deficiency from the last used value of

MSS; in our example: 4

sie

0

DSS = MSS
2

- EED = 368 - 33 ^,'

DSS = 335 ; 34 studen6spaces
-

The DSS calculaed above must be compared with the-requested
undergraduate student spaces to complete the departmental

evaluation. For our.example, the department teaches only courses
taken by ChE Majors (it does,not teach any "service" courses). Within

the department there are the.following course and student loads:
.

No. oficArses
taught ty-aep.

No. of students
taught by dept.

Fall Semester Spring Semester

No. of
Req'd
Courses

No. of
Elective
Courser
Sections

No. of
Req'd
Elective
Courses

Na. of
Req'd
Courses

No; of
Elective,
Course
Sections

No. of
Req'd
Elective
Courses

Freshmen
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

1

1

2

2

0

6

'0

0

0

3

0

1

3

.1.

0

0

1

4

0

0 ,

0

3

70
60
50
45

16,
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Thus:the reque'sted undergraduate.student spaces per semester are:

(a) Fall Semester

For required courses:

RSS = 1 (70) + 1 -(60) + 2 (50) + 2 (45) = 320'

For elective courses: le"

RSS = 6 (8),= 150

RSS = 3 (45) = 135

The total is:

RSS = 320 + 150 = 470 student spaces

(b) Spring Semester

For required courses:

,R55-= 0 (70) + 1(60) + 3 (50) + 1 (45) = 225'

For elective courses:

RSS 4,1 (25) + 4 (25) = 125

or: RSS = 3 (45) = 335

a

The total is:

RSS = 255 + 135 = 390 student spaces

The -RSS for the department is 470 student spaces. But the department
student space capacity is only 335, Since the maximum student space
capacity is 563, department capacity may be increased to the required
470 student spaces by eliminating one or more deficiencies.

Reallocating funds, such as increasing the expendibles
appropriation (YEA), is one possibility. Another way is to redefine
the'faculty's activities to allocate more time to in-class
instruction. However, this would require a new departmental,
tollegel and university attitude toward education and research.

CONCLUSIONS

A general method has been developed for determining the
number of adequately supported undergraduate student spaces
available in classes taught by an engineering department. The
calculation is sensitive to department and college attitudes
and policies, and yields a result which has the proper
characteristics for the department under study. The method has

17
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been developed so that the effect of inadequacies of support staff,
funding and/or facilities are readily calculated.'N,Thus decisions
on possible or needed changes can be more fully based upon facts
rather than intuition.,

The mathematical model developed-in this paper was devised to
describe a most complex situation. Thy model is helpful Out not in
itself adequate for purposes of analyzing a department's operations.
T6mper the use of thismodel with judgment and understand that its
principle contribution can be mad4 through reiterative use and
testing of alternatives.

In devdloping Eq. (3), (6), (9), (11) and(13), the following
'standards were usecl;

_Eq: (3). - One graduate teaching assistant for
every four faculty.

(ii) Eq. (6) - The square feet per student required in
a laboratory as given in Table VI.

(iii) Eq. (9) - One non-academic person for every four
faculty.

( . o

(iv) Eq. (11) - Expenditure of $1,000 per faculty
member per year for laboratory equipment.

(v) Eq. (13) - Expenditure of $1,000 per faculty is.

member per year for expendibles.'

Although we feel that these. are reasonable standards, they may be
.changed:to fit the particular. situation under study.

Ranges for the values of the b parameters used in the
inadequacy equations are given in theopaper. The specific4values
used in the exam 'ple were obtained from University of Delaware
experience and might be expected to approximate situations elsewhere.

There are essentially two ways of using the model:

18

(i) using the standards suggested in the paper and
4, the b values listed in the example allows a

comparison of the department with one constructed
to meet acceptable standards for engineering
departments

'9

(ii) modifying the standards and be values to fit a
particular department. ,These modifications are
made through comparison of the model with
previoUTpartment data, resulting in a base case
which can then be used to answer a series of
"what if" type questions. Such questions couldi

include:



(a) How many students could be effectively taught if
the faculty were reduced in number or required to
increase its research output?

(b) How are student spaces affected by increasing
appropriations to expendibles and equipment? .

(c) jiow are student spaces.affected by adding GTA
positions or a secretary?,

(d), -How are student spaces affected by reallocating funds?

It is hoped that the model. presented will provide departments,
colleges, and evaluation teams an additional tool for reOewing .

engineering educational programs, and th4t working with the model
.will provide a better understanding of the department when developing'
recommendations.
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TABLE I

MEASURE OF COURSE AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIESjOF
THE FACULTY

RATING

15-20

MA)IMUM RATING = 20

- 9 ,

. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY

Department must be very hctl.7-in text writing,
new apProaches.tOlengineering education,
and/or.preparation of audio and video material
which are available on a national level.
(At least two texts or egVivalentwhich,are
rather widely used on a national level, are
indicative of such-aptivity).. Department
should be able to show how new advances in'
technology are being incorporatedsfhto its
graduaft and undergraduate programs.

.1p-15 A cliaa,rtment at this level should. be producing.
educatio al msteria4 which'is starting to be
uses' a national level., nCouragemept

the administration must be given to
text writing, development of new courses and
curriculum improvement. Use of this new
material both within and outside the depart-
ment should be evident.

5-10 Department is active on a local level in
-course development but work has not received
`national acceptance; Sudh activities include
new course notes that have been developed,
original homework-problems, new laboratory
procedures, special computer programs,*etc.

1-5 DepartMent 'uses regdily available tents
produced Outside the department and rblien,
on solution manuals prepared_by pthers. How-

'ever, some effort being expedded td develop
additional problem demonstrations, computer
programs and /or new laboratory-procedures.

Department does little or no original work'
in either course or curriculum development.

20
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TADLE 1r

MEASURE OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES OF THE FACULTY

MAXIMUM RATING = Jo

4

. 'RATING GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY

25-30 A department with this rating needs to have a well
established national reputation and be considered as one
,of-the top ten departments in 'the country in some
national evaluation. ,

20 -25 Over 50% of the faculty should-be well known and active
in research on the national level. External funding
needs to be at a high level. Over,50% of the graduate

,'student support and equipment needs of the department
arc supplied by external research funding. The publita-
tions, record must be outstanding and above any national

.,average4with respect to quality and impact. The faculty
needs to -be quite active in presenting work at other
universities, at national meetings4 and to the industrial
and government sectors. Such a`department is obviously

.6
staffed by a senior faculty with very few young members.

10-20 To achieve a hating in this range the department needstohave at least 20-40% of its faculty active and
known through its research at a national level. Fund-

, ing'from'external sources should provide for 20-50%
of the graduate student support Ind equipment needs.
There needs to be some activity Sy most of the faculty
to present their work tot others'. A meads of assuring
that younger faculty receive students and support to
start their programs must be evident. It is expected
thaea rating in this rangg should be achieved by
those depar s who are 'effectively building new
programs.

0 -lb Research effort confined to d few individuals,
there are few publications, and external funding is
at ,a low level.

/

27
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TABLE III

MEASURE OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICE ACTIVITIES OF THE FACULTY

' MAXIMUM RATING = 10

RATING GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY

8-10 The majority of the faculty must be active in
professional society work by holding,office or
serving on committees at, the national level.
The faculty should be actively involved in
local professional societies.

'5-8 20 to 50% of the faculty should be active at
the national level and other members of the
faculty should hold offices and serve on
committees at, the local level..

3-5 Faculty activity ismostly at the localflevel.

22

0-3 Faculty are generally inactive in lo c41 and
national professional societies except to
attend meetings and few if any take responsibility
for profesdional activities.

TABLE IV

MEASURE OF INSTITUTIONAL SERVICE ACTIVITIES OF 2HE FACULTY

MAXIMUM RATING = 10 -

A.,;

RATING GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY

7-10 A number of faculty must be very active in
university faculty and engineering college
committees. Departmental faCulty should
have responsibility.for a-number of key
committees at either the college or university
level.

4-7 A number .of faculty have committee assignments
in key.committees in th lege and uni-
versiq but no one has ponsibility
for any committee opera

2-4 Only a few faculty are ac in college andAt

university activities outside the teaching
_area.

0-2 Facy.ty makes almdst np contribution to
institutional service.
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TABLE V

4

CALCULATION OF FACULTY COURSE CAPACITY FACTOR (FCCF)

This calculation will give the percentage time that
an average faculty member can effectively devote to the under-
graduate and graduate in -class instructional prograp. Note that
the ratings for the course and curriculum development, research
and service activities of the faculty have been chosen so that
the average faculty member devotes a minimum 30% of his time to
the in-class instructional program.

(a) Using Table I, quantify faculty's
activities in regard to course and
curriculum development

Maximum = 20

.(b) Using Table II, quantify faculty'4
activities in regard to research
activities

Maximum = 30

(c) Using Table.III, quantify faculty's
_activitips in regard,to professional
service4'

Maximum = 10

(d) Using Table IV, quantify fadulty's
activities in regard to institutional
service

Maximum =10 ,

(e) Total of .(a) + (b) +'(c) + (d)
Maximum = 70

(f) Subtract (e) from 100-
Maximum = 100" Minimum = 30

(g) Divide (f) by 100 =FCCF

23!
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TABLE VI

Engineering Department Laboratory Space

Net Assignable Net Assignable
Square Feet Square Feet
per Weekly ' per Student,

Student Hour (4t DSF

Chemical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Civil. Engineering
' (Engineering mechanics
laboratories are assumed
to be taught by this
department)

Electrical Engineering

10.0

10.0

8.13

30.0

30.0

24.39

4.06 12.18

.0 TABLE VII

DEPARTMENT INPUT"DATA FOR MODIFICATION IN STUDENT SPACES
USED IN EXAMPLE

GTA Analysis
Standard Ratio a Faculty%Assistants - 4.0

Graduate Teaching Assistants 1 GTA 3.0

Average Hours Per Week Per Assistant EH 20.0
Equivalent Course Load/Graduate:Student ECL" 1.0

Instructional Laboratory Space Analysis
Laboratory Hours in Curriculum
Lecture Hours in Curriculum
Minimum Standard Lab Sq. Ft./Student
Instructional). Labor4tory Space, Sq. Ft.
Laboratory Space Exponent

Non-Academic Personnel Analysis
Standard Ratio of Faculty/Staff -. 4.0

Full-TiMe Equivalent Staff FS 8.0

Staff Exponent Y B2 0.90

0

24.
36.

Tab. VI 30.00
PLS 53R0
81 1-.00

Capital Equipment Expenditure Analysis
Miniilum Standard Annual Capital,.EXpense - , 1000.

Actual 57Year Capital Expense EE5 65000.

Consumer Price Index CPI 172
-Capital Expense Exponent B3 0.50

Expengtuies Analysis
Miamum,Standard for Yearly EXO;nses4 - 41000.

Average Yearly Expenses YEA 9000.

Yearly Expenses nponent B4 0.70

'
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FINANCIAL. EVALUATION
OF EDUCATION PROGRAMS

vie

Evaluation of education can be classified in three broad categories.
They are:

1. .Behavioral - how well does the ppgram in question meet be-
haviorg,objectives.

2. Financial r how does-the cost of he program compare to that

of'similar-programs.
3. Political - -interpretation of xesu is to suit parochial .

interests.

George DePuy
Ralph Swalm

Political evaluation deals with the concept of a'politcal over-

ride' It is widely recognized that this phenomenon does exist. It

has been written about'by Kearney and Huyeserl, Read2, Kerins3,
Carter4, Cohen5, and House6, to name a few.

Behavioral evaluation has been the chief focus of the scholarly
attention given to evaluation of programs up to this time. Perhaps,

because of its difficulty, the problem of financial evaluation has
been largely ignored tope extent that only recently,references to
its need have begun to appear. For example, Sciven/ wrote, in 1967,

jt ' "The costing of curriculum adoption is a rather poorly, researched
affair," and little has happened since that would cause him to change

his mind. The only known evaluation model to inciude financial evalu-
ation 'as a formal step in the evaluation process is that by Provus°.
He-lists Stage V, the last stage, of his evaluation mode] as an evalu-

ation of program cost. This is doge by comparing the cost to that

of other programs wit the same product. However, in describing this

phase of the evaluation he writes, "Cost benefit analysis is the ulti-

mate rational step in the process of program development and Assessment

put forth in the Discrepancy Model. In of its eventual

use, the cost - benefit is listed as Stabe

Provus appears to be saying comparison of program costs is.essen7
tial, but no satisfactory method.of comparison has yet evolved. We

havellearned to identify costs, however. Edward Kelly9 has identified

some of the cost variables for alternate ways of teaching freshman

English at Syracuse Uhiversity. Phillip Doughtylif has actually iden-

tified the costs for four different-methods of instrumentation for

32 .
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Geology 102 at Florida State University. This has allowed the compari-
son of the methods based on unit costs.

So, we see Some progress. We can now compare programs based on
cost. But, in.comparing costs, do we compare development costs, opera-
ting costs, total cost, or unit cost? Financial evaluation answers
these questions but is more than just comparing costs. Financial eval-
uation must include benefits, arid should include the time value of
money.

Financial Evaluation

Financial evaluation attempts to lump all costs over time into
one representative figure by applying time valuos of,_money principles.
Proposals can b- compared using the Equivalentilniform Annual Cost,
Present Wbrth, or'llate of Return on Investment techniques. These tech-
niques can b- sed to choose between alternate, programs based on pro-
jected costs d benefits, and to some extent', to evaluate programs
'after the f

Difficult' with Financial Evaluation

There are several difficulties involved in performing the finan-
cial evaluation of evaluation programs. Three major ones are: (a)

lack of a control group, (b) the post-audit dilemma, and jc) the
unknown life of new knowledge.

In real-life, as opposed to laboratory studies, a control group
is seldom, if ever, available, and many confounding effects are pre-
sent. The proper research methodology for building a control group is
that of matchidg subjects to form pairs for latex comparison tends to
create more control problems than it solves."'" Kerlinger indicated
"matching has severe limitations. If we try to match, say, on more
than two variables, or even more than one, we lose the subject."12
The implication here is-that control groups are not feasible in this
type of analysis.

The second difficulty with financial exaluationis related to the
first. It is perhaps not generally realized that post-audits can
never yield a definitive answer to the question "Did we make a good
decision?" There are several reasons for this. The first is because,
in a world of risk - and that's the world we live in - there is a
difference between a good decision and a good outcome. For example,°
it is a good decision to 4Ccept-.e bet involving a gain of five
dollars if a fair coin is tossed and comes up heads vs. a loss of one
dollar if it shows_ tails. Bot it is a bad outcome if tails eventuates!
A. second reason is that we never know what effects a treatment not-
tried might have had. Since it is lust as difficult to formulate add-
itional treatment groups as it lsstoNformulate'a Control group, com-
parison between treatments isilbt usually fealible. Despite the fact
that, in the real world, it is almost impossible to answer the ques-

t tion "Did we make the best decision?", Aigcan certainly ask "Was the
outcome a good one." Since that is thrgist that can be hoped for,
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the paper speaks to aimethodology for doing that.

The third difficulty involves the unknown life new knowledge.

Much has been written about the half-life of an engine r. Certainly

different types of knowledge have different lives, but there does not

seeM to be general agreement on what these lives' are.

The remainder of this paper describes three examples of financial

evaluOions of education programs. Iwo hypothetical- examples are given.

One uses the-Equivalent Uniform Aeptal Cost method and the other uses

the Rate of Return on Investment method. The last exampleis a case

study evaluating a real-life investment .of a substantial sum in a grad-

uate program by a major corporation.

Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost

Consider the following example. Prior information shows there are

five alternativenrethods of instructional development that will accom-

modate the meeting of behavioral objectives in a particular course.

Method One is a conventional lectuiv-discussion method with instruc-

tional materials deftloped by the instructor. Method Two calls for

the instructor to be temporarily released from some teaching duties

in order to.develAoka slide-tape package. Instructor contact with

individual students during the time the course is offered would be re-

duced. Method Three calls for an outside consultant to develop course

materials for a lecture-discussion arrangment. Instructor workload

during the semester would be .less then in Method One but more than in

Method Two. Method Four calls for an outside consultant to develop a

slide-tape package. This would be slightly more extensive than the
instructor developed-package and, hence, would require less work during

the semester. Method Five calls for the purchase of a commercially

available slide -tape package. This product 'would be very extensive and

would require the least work, during the semester, for the instructor.

Initial cost of the package 18 relaMily high.

Development costs, material costs, hardware costs, wages and bene-

fits, haveall been identified for each alternative. These have been

totaled and summarized for a ten year life and are shown in'Figure I.

The costs shown in year zero are development and initial purchase costs.

For the glide,-tape methods,-new equipment is purchased in year five.

An increasing salary scale has not.been used in order to keep the ex-

ample simple.

If-one were to compare these five methods based on costs what cost

would be correct to use? Comparing, development cost shows Method One

to be least expensive. Comparing operating costs shows Method Five to

be best. Total cost also indicates that Method Five is le4st costly.

None of these methods are useful as a basis formational choice among

the alternatives.

The value of a fixed amount of money varies over time. A dollar

today has more value thahthe prospect of obtaining a dollar ten years

from now. Funds occurrillat different points in time cannot be

C 34
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directly Compared. One msthod of comparing money,,at different points
in time is the Uniform Equivalent Annual Cost techniqpe (hereafter
called Annual-Cost Comparison).

An A al Cost Comparison isoften used for those pro s in which'
profits re

rem
usually not incurred but must be dorf because tjiey are nec- -

essary. All costs are converted to uniform equal annual cost through
the use of an interest rate. The interest= rate used is generally the
minimum attractive rate of return at which the organization can invest
its funds. An interest rate of eight percent is used here for illus-
trative purposes. ,1,

.

An Annual Cost Comparison for the five methods is shown i Figure .:
2. This shows that Method Two has the lowest equivalent ann 1 cost
at $1,697 pe year. Method Five, which-has the lowest tota cost, turns
out to be only the third most attractive alternative at an/equivalent
annual cost of $1,766 per year.

Decisions about which alternative to choose should not be dictated
by this outcome. If behaviors and political evalitat-ipns showed all l'

five alternatives to be equal, then Method Two would be chosen, based -
on the financial evaluation. If behavioral results showed that a lec-
ture-discussion format produced a significantly breakr.amount of

_learning, the choice would be reduced to Methods One and Three. Mektibd
Three would be chosen because of its lower equivalent annual cost of
$1,947'per year. If political consideratipns dictated that the wqrk
be done by the staff, the choice would be reduced to Methods'Two and
Three,, making Method Two the selection.

In actual practice, decisions would probably-be made by weighing
results from each of the three types of evaluation. A financial anal-

It ysis will provide more meaningful information with which to make a
decision.

. _
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COSTS FOR FIVE METHODS OF INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Year

Instructor
Developed
Lec.-Disc.

Instructor
Developed
Slide-Tape,

Consultant
Developed
lec.2Disc.

'Consultant
Developed
Slide-Tape

Purchase
Commercial

'Slide -Tape

V 0 $ 0 $ 4,000- $ 3,000 $ 6,000 $ 7,000

.1 2,000 1,000 )4 1,500 750 500

2 2,000 1,000 1,500 75D 500

3 2,000 1,000 1,5p0 750 500

as
4 2,000- 1,000 1,500 750 500

5 2,000 2,000 1,500 1,750 2,700
0

6 2,000 1,000- 1,500' 750 500

7 2,000 1,000 1,500 500

8 2,000 1,000 1,500 750 500

9 2,000 1,000 1,500 750 500

10 2,000 1,000 1,500 750 500

Total 20,000 15,000 18,0b0 14,500 14,200
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ANNAUL COST COMPARISON FOR FIVE METHODS

1 Instructor Developed Lecture-Picussion

development cost

equipment replacement

operating cost

2. Instructor Developed Slide-Tape

development cost = $4,000 (0.14903)

equipment replacement = $1,000 (0.6806)

operating cost

3. Consultant Developed Lecture-Discussion

development cost = $3,000 (0.14903)

OuipMent replacement

operating cost

-wt

4. Consultant Deveioped Slide-Tape

development cost = $6;000 (0.14903)

equipment replacement =°$1,000 (0.6806)

operating cost

5. Purchase Comthercial Slide-Tape

Avelopment cost = $7,0q (0.14903)

// euipment replacement =$2,000 (0.6806)

Orerating cost

4

= 0

= 0

4(= 2,000

Total $ '2,000.

= $ 596

(0.14903) = 101

= 1,000

Total $ 1,697

=

=

$ 447

0

= 1,500

Total $ 1,947

= $ 894

(0.14903) 101

= '4' 750

Total $ 1,745

= $ 1,043

(0.14903) = 223

= ' 500

Total $ 1,766

Notes:, Factor to convert a pre-sent amount to ten uniform annual
amounts at eight percent interest = 0.14903
Factor to convert an amount five years in the future to a

present amount at eight percent interest = 0.6806

Figure 2
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Rate.of Return on Investment

The Rate of Return on Investment technique amounts to finding the
interest rate at which costs would have had to be invested in order to
obtain the outcomes which were achieved. Surely, most education pro-
gram; have benefits. The trouble is identifying them in terms of dol-
lars. Having someone learn to read is a .benefit, but what is itworth
in dollars?

There are some educational situations that do lend themselves to
a,Rate of Return on Investment analysis. These are programs where we
can identify the results of changes in behavior, rather than just
measure the behavior change itself. Two examples of this technique will
be presented.

An- example. Consider a manufacturing process that is experiencing
a large amount of scrap. The cause is identified as .inadequate train-
ing of the employees involved.' A training program is developed to
satisfy the needs. After the program has been conducted, the amompt
of scrap is reduced significantly. Evaluation of the progi-am is de-

sired.

In reviewing the program, the total cost is determined to be
$12,0Q0. Reductions in scrap amount to $8,000 per year The process
will be in operation three years, after which time it will be elimina-
ted. The useful life of the training is thus assumed to be three years.

The Rate of Return on Investment here is-the interest rate which
allows us to invest $12,00 in a lump sum and receive in return $8,000
per year for three years. In terms of an equation involving interest

$8,000 = $12,000 (crf,i,3)

where (crf,i,3) is the capital recovery factor fot three years at some
unknown interest rate i. Solving for (crf,i,3)

(crf,i,?) = 8,000 = 0.667
12,000

We now look in a set of interest tables to find the interest rate
at whicil the capital recovery factor for three years is equal to
0.667,.,33 The closest, value is at 45% where the table value is 0.669,
so we'can say that then ate of Return on Investment is about 45%.

Stated another way, we can say that, over the three years, the
$12,000 cost of the program will be recovered, together with an addi-
tional return of 45% of the =recovered balance being realized each
year.

All that remains is to compare our Rate of Return on Investment
against some established reference. Ideally, we would know the minimum
attractive rate of return at which the organization is willing to in-
vest its money. However, this figure is often not readily available.
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The next best reference point is the cost of borrowed money. This at
least establishes a floor below which the minimum attractive rate of
return should not fall. A reasonablefigure at the time this study
was made might be 7%.

Our final determination in theginancial evaluation is made in the-
following manner. ,.Any prograowith a Rate of Return on Investment less
than 7% would be deemed unsuccessful. Programs with a rate slightly
above 7% should be considered questionable, since the minimum attrac-
tive, rate of return is almost-always greater than the cost of borrowed
money.

Programs with a Rate of Return on vestment significantly above
7% would be Considered successful. 0 example manufacturing training
program would definitely be sonsid ed a success. The Rate of Return
on Investment of 45% is clearl n attractive investment when compared
to a reference value of 7%.

A case history. This `technique has 'been applied in one case w
the results were quite enlightening. A major corporation desired

'revaluate its'graduate work study progra . This was a program wher a

university offered a graduate level pro ram in engineering 'admini tra-
tion at the company's locatipn. Costs ere quite high-and the co any ,._..

was concerned about, whether this' educa ion program was wort
vestment.

,- -.:.-)

' Prior to'he time of thefinancial evaluation,there prevajle a
"feeling" that the program was successful. Discussions with graduates
of the program indicated that the knowledge acquiredin the program
had been very beneficial on the kb. Since all graduates were enthusi-
astic about the'worth of the program, the feeling that It wps success-
ful seemed well justified. After calculating the Rate ofReturrf on
investment for. the program, a clear answer was Obtained as to the de-
gree ofsuccess of the program.

. '..
, .

The'salculations in this case were not As straightforward as in
the manufacturing training! program. Costs of the program were easily
obtained, but, initially, the savings involved, appeared very difficalt
to identify. Since increased benefits and reduced costs are equally
beneficial ',to fhe company, they are both considered a% benefits in

such studieA. ,

fort` ely, the problem of identifying profits could be overcome
by taking ad tage,af the education the students had received in,the
program. Each aduate of the program held the degree Master of
Science in Engine ing Administratjon. They had received extensive,
education to edpnomic analysis, probability and statistics, and opera-
tions resear67.1 One uld be hard pressed to find a better qualified
group of people \to eq.' to cost^savings than-thegraduates of this
program. .

At the time f the evaluation, 32 people had graduated froni the
program. One had left the company., The remaining 31 were surveyed.

34
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-rfe of the questions they were asked was:

We would like toalculate the return on investment. We
realiii it is hard to be exact, but please give your best
estimate of the amount of money you have saved or made fot
the company as a result of your MSEA education. It Is im-
portant that we have thit information, so please try to
make an estimate.

tZt

money saved or earned for company

as a result of MSEA education.

.Notice that this question d'oe not ask for the total money the
individual has earned or saved,for the ,,t.any, but on1Athe amount
attributable to his graddate edycation.: An lternate approach here
could have been to choose a control group w's did not go through the
program. Each group could have been ask. for the total amount of
money earned otaved fpr the company. _The difference betimen theltwo
groups could be attributed td the education program,/ While the second
approach A attractive from an experimental design point of view it
was not chosen here-. There are several reasons.

First, accurately selecting a control group would be pearly impos-
sible for the reasons previously-deicribed. Second, the graduates
went through the program at different times making a control group iden-
tification even more comple;. Third, estimating the total amount of
Toney earned orsaved for the company is a rather staggering question
to ask someone. However, asking the amount resulting from the educa-11!
tion program is more reasonable. Here he can think of spec'fic examples
of where his knowledge allowed him to make better decisions. For exam-
ple, he might recall the time when he used li ar programming to find
the optimum tolution to a manufacturthg sched ing problem or hen his
knowledge of time value of money directed hfm o make the right reci-
sion onwhich test system to inttall.- For thes easons, it is fe
that the method used gave more accurate results tha ld have been

'obtained using the control group approach.

Of the 31 people surveyed, 26 responded. Of those, 20-mere able
to make ar estimate. The responses were:

$ 0 $25,000 -$ 50,000 $100,000

A0 $30,000 $ 50,000 $100,000

$ 7,500 $35,000 $ 75,000 .$1.00;000

$12,500 $50,000 $100,000. ($500,000

$15,000 $50,000 .$100J000., 11700,000

l'In three of the cases; the initividualgaye a range. T

value was used. . . ;
. g

f
Having collected the returns, the battlewas hal.

dollar amounts still.had to be converted into Rates d

.s"

mid-range 4

'over. The
urn on
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Investment.' There Were several complicating factors.

First, the cost occurred over a period of time. Graduates took

from Wee to seven years to complete,ihe program. For ease of compu-
tation, the cost was assumed to be a lump sum payment two years prior

to each individual's graduation.

Second, how were the savings distributed? Again, for ease of com-

putation, the total savings reported by.each graduate was assumed to
be evenly divided from the present time back to the time two years be-'
fore graduation. It is possible to test the reasonableness of this
assumption. The test is discUssed later in the paper.

bast, what time period should be used? The useful time span for
the knowledge acquired cannot be assumed to be fixed as in the manufac-

turing training example. The first graduate of this program graduated
less than seven years prior to the evaluation. Surely the life of the

knowledge is more than seven years. Is there any decay of knowledge
at all? There probably is some, but certainly the rate of decay of
"management science" type knowledge is not nearly as rapid as for the

hard sciences. Another factor is the advancement of the individual.
As he rises to higher positions in the company, he makes bigger de-
cisions wbere application of his education allows bigger savings. This

phenomenon tends to cancel oWthe decay of knowledge. Still, what

time period should be used? ..

o
In this case, the dilemma was.solved because of the magnitude of,

the savings involved. This magnitude indicated that the interest rates

would be quite large. For large interest rates, the factors im the
interest tables very rapidly approach the infinite life values. For an

interest rate of 5014, for instance, the capital recovery factor for an ,

infinite life is 0.50000 and for a life of 16 years.is 0.50076.13
Thus, for this case, calculations based on table values assuming an in-
finite life can be used with no significant effect on the results.

As an example of how the Rote of Return on Investment was calcula-
ted for each person, consider the individual who had indicated a sav-

ings of $30,000. It had been about 4.6 years since his graduation.
To this figure is added 2 years, giving a total of 6.6 years. Dividing

$30,000 by'6.6 years gives an annual savings of $4,545. The cost of

this person's education was set at $5,000 and assumed to occur as a
lump sum two years before his graduation. The cost is arrived at by

taking the internal company cost per course per student times the num-
ber of courses taken by the individual. The internal company cost per

courses consists of university fees, books, and company overhead costs
for secretarial.strvices, etc. It does not include the student's work

.time spent in class. The typical student spent two hours of company

time in class per week. It was.assumed that this results in no sig-

nifiCant decrease in efficiency for a professional employee.

As an alternate way of computing the cost of a graduate's educa-
tion is to take the total cost of the program and divide by the num-

ber of graduates. This gives a larger value for the cost because
people who do not_graduate are, in a sense, charged as overhead against
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those who do graduate. But what we are after is knowledge and not di-
plomas.. This method implies that those who do not graduate learn
nothing and only those who receive a diploma acquire knoWledge. The
method used by the authoys, on the other hand, implies that someone who
goes, half waithrough the program 1earns half as much as a graduate. ,

Also,:it is implied that he saves half as adth as a graduate, as opposed
to. zero saving implied in the,alterhate method. This assumption in the
method selected by the authors seemed more realistic than those in the .

alternate method. The alternate method would be useful as a quick
y- dicator of the relative cost of a program, but it is not ,appropriate

for the more in-depth analysis desired here.

Since an infinite life can be assumed with no appreciable reduction
in accuracy, the Rate of Return on Investment for the individual with
an annual savings.of $4,545 can be calculated quite simply.

"11L45 x 100% = 91%
5,000

The same method was used to calculate the Annual-Rate of Return on
Investment for the remaining'19 individuals. The results for all 20
are given below.

ANNUAL RATE OF RETURN ON INVESTMENT FOR'.20 MSEA GRADUATES

0% 91% 218% 357%

0% 109% 245% 357%.

27% 132% 264% 435%

45% .152% 303% 1320%

65% 178% 326% '3540%

The mean value is 408%. This indicates that money invested in
this educational program is paying a Rate of Return on Investment of
408%. This says that the average graduate each and every year returns
408% of the total cost of his education to the company. Comparing
the 408% Annual Rate of Return on Investment to the 7% cost okborrowed
money shows this program to be overwhejmingly successfuj.

After completing the calculations, the data was reviewed to insure
that the savings percentages did not correlate with the length of time
since graduation, thus indicating that the savings were relatively,
uniform over time for each individual. Hence, the simplifying assump-
tion, made.previousTy, that the Savings occurred evenly over time was
reasonable:

r.

Of course the 408% figure is only an approximation. The assump
tions madefor computational ease may effect the accuracy al4ghtly.
More significantly, the graduates',estimates of savings are surely
not .exact, because they are, in most Cases, subjective. However, the
relative magnitude of the Rate of Return'on Investment showed the
program,to be successful regardless of what torerance limits are
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applied. In any case...) the approximate 408% figure provided far more
meaningful information than the previous "feeling" that the program was
successful., In evaluating the program, it should perhaps be also noted
that a fair number of .students not taking the Engineering Administration
degree program elected to take certain of the courses offered. In one

case, such a student reported to his professor as a direct flesult of

my exposure to non-linear programming in your course, our company suc-
ceeded in selling a three million dollar project." Others reported
savings of up to half a million as a result of better decisions due to
use of decision analysis, and term projects in other areas produced re-
ports of eileally impressive savings,

Summary

The literature has alludet to the need for financial evalution,
but little has been accomplished. This is probably due to the several
difficulties involved: (a) control grouX are often not feasible, (b)
it is impossible to post-audit a decision, (c) the life'of the benefits
is often not known, and (d)'subjective data must sometimes be used.
For these reasons it is perhaps not justifiaille to seek Other than an
order of magnitude answer t6 the question, "Did the decision result
in a favorable outcome?" In the two hypothetical examples presented,
meaningful results were shown. In the case history described, we feel
the results eloquently attest to'the'fact that the investment in the

, program resulted in a far greater return than would be required for
' the approval of a more traditional capital expenditure.
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THE DEPARTMENT' HEAD
IN FACSIMILE

q

Paul E. Torgersen
Robert E. Taylor
Virginia Polytechnic Lnstitute

and State University'

Pity the poor department head!

Students knock on his door to voice their displeasure with the
length'of a homework assignment required by a zealous new assista t
professor. They complain of dull lectures given by an older facu ty
member who should have retired ten years ago--but still has five ears

to serve. They dispute a negative tenure decision on a more pop lar
teacher who has used the classroom to champion every student ca se
(and gives easy grades)..

Faculty members complain of the building renovations acr ss the
streetand the fact that the construction Workers arrive at, :30 a.m.
and usurp all the parking places. They deplore the increased insti-

'tutional emphasis on athletics--and the fact that the major donors
to the athletic program Otain all the choice football seats:' They
worry about-the laxity of academic standards....in other departments
across the campus,

The administratiOn, using a new formula developed by the Office
i

of Institutional Research, has suggested,that the department occupies
too much pace. A departmental recommedation to recruit and exte d
an offer to a full professor at another institution is denied by t e
dean because of insufficient funding and because the department al
ready has too many full professors. The policy of "extra compens ion"

to faculty for their participation in conferences and short cours s
is tO be changed, with faculty expected to contribute to such pro rams
on a "release time" basis.'

. ,

While each of the preceding incidents is likely to have'occuri-ed
and on more than one campus, they probably have not been thrust ppon
the same department head all at the same time. Nonetheless, th t

department head is faced with conflicts. He must make decision .

Sometimes his authority is commensurate with the expectations q re-

sponsibility held by the administration, the faculty and the students;
many times it is not. Sometimes the less routine requiretents for a
decision are shared with the senior members of the faculty,-permitting
_additional insights into a situation and also diffusing the account-,
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ability for the decision. Shared decision making, however, does not

reduce the seriousness of a problem nor always lead to a better solu-

. tion. ,

The Academic Department' Head Game --

Some decisions involve'a unique situation, but more often common
elements exist across a number of events, and a single decision and
'Us consequences have value as a learning experience. Under a grant

from the EXXON Educational Foundation, a computer-based management
game has been developed in an attempt to reproduce some of the more
significant decisions confronting the academit department head in a

university., To understand the structure,_ content and usefulness of
the game, consider the following three department heads and the situa-

tions confronting them.

ir. Richard (Dick, Walker has beep°

the department ha e reasonable progress.k
rvingas chairman for four

silyears, during which.

Teaching reports have been good, if not tstanding. The eight faculty

have published a number of significant articles, and one individual has

produced a text: While the level of sponsored research could be raised
further, some funding has been generateA, and this has been adequate
to support an increasing number of graduate students. On several

occasions the dean has exprelsed his pleasure with thkactivities of

the department. However, Dick has just been informed of the resigna-
tion of one of the younger potential "stars" in the department--quite

a disappointment. A brief description of the young man would read as

follows: .

.Dr!.Albert Kelly is 33 years old and received his Ph.D. frOm the

University of Wisconsin. He took a two-year post-doctoral fellowship
at Princeton and has, been an assistant professor on the faculty for

three years! He is one of the more conscientious teachers and has
expressed po definite preference for teaching either service,lower
division, upper,division, or graduate courses; he has taught at least .

one course in each category. A most careful researcher, he has pub-

\lishedsix
articles and has also received an NSF Research Initiation

Grant. and has attracted a.number.bf graduate students. He is well-

liked by the students and faculty and has been elected a college
representative to the faculty senate--one of the few assistant profes-

sors to serve on that body. He is married and has two children.

rOick Walker feels justifiably concerned with Dr. Kelly's resigna-

tion. Apparently. he has accepted an offer with only a slight salar34
increase at the rank of associate professor'and at a comparable; not

a more prestigious institution. Durirlog his stay on the faulty, Dr.

Kelly has received above average salary increases, had been asked to
teach no more than two courses a semester; his teaching load coupled
with his research activity and advisirig of graduate students had been

only-an average load in the departMeht: qr. Kelly had not been par-

ticularly outspoken in voicing any complaints; he had been told to
expect a promotion and significant salary increase in the next year
or two and had seemed satisfied with this arrangement.i Dick is un-
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comfortable and is now asking himself, "Where did I go wrong with Dr.

Kelly?" If he had given him a larger salary increase, a lighter
teathing load, and/or recohmended him for promotion at the end of
three years,.Dr. Kelly might have chosen to stay, but a nunlber of other

faculty,could have been unhappy with this-obviously preferential treat-

To compound his difficulties, Dr. Walker has interviewed a candi-
date as a replacement who has almost thd same potential as Dr. Kelly
but, unfortunately, his interest in teaching does not fill the vacancy

left by Dr. Kelly. The candidate Will teach only upper division and

graduate in his specialty. If offer is extended to this candidate,/

some changes will have to b ade in existing-teaching assignments,

and a fewifaculty will be less than satisfied with their new teaching

obligatipps. Should Dick extend an offer to the candidate and accept
the resulting.dislocation of faculty teaching preferences? Alternas

tively, a candidate can,be sought who could more neatly fit into the
instructional gap left by the vacancy, but the prospects of finding
someone with the same overall potential as the present candidate,arft

not good.

Dr. Carl Herakovich is a new department head: His immediate con-

cern is with the productivity (or lack thdreof) of Dr. M. Stone [hinter, .

a former Air Force officer who has "retired" into his present faculty

position after receiving tenure two years, ago. He has since managed

to lower his golf handicap by six strokes. Not only has Dr. Hunted

ignored any obligation toward research and creative scholarship, byt
his teaching leaves much to be desired. He functions best in the

teaching of service courses, but even here, sporadic student coffiplaints,
are a continuing source of embarrassment to the department.v It is

unlikely that Dr: Hunter will leave, although he has threatened to do
so if his teaching load is increased from the present nine hours to

twelve. As a department head, Carl is now debating assigning a twelve- '

hour teaching to a poor teacher to encourage -his resignation. g is
not even certain that Dr. Hunter would resign under this increased

pressure, and if it were certain, the ethics of ex6osing more students

to a poor teacher just to secure a resignation are questionable: ,

On the more general subject offaculty productivity and rewards,
Carl is concerned wiith the use of annual salary increases as a means

of furthering departmental objeCtives. A number of department chair-

men in the college follow a policy of allotting some monies in equal.

proportion-to all faculty irk order to. partially compensate for the

ever increasing cost of living. Some lesser proportion of the total

monies is then divided among the faculty, With the more productive

faculty receiving largerintreases. A few of Carl's associates,

however, use all salary increases as leverage for advancing goals, so
that some f cultytreceive no increase whatsoever, while:others arE ,

'rewarded omely. As.4 result, in those departments superior

faculty ave been less likVly to resign for,more'attractive positions'

elsewhe e, but the less productive faculty have been outspoken in

their cr, sw of the department and the department head. .Carl is

debating extent to which salary increase monies are "owed" the

r
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faculty or can be used as an imdtdiate, direct, tangible reward for
productivity.

Dr. Lon Savage has been ardepartment head for one year and faces
the difficult task of re-orienting.department objectives. He has in-
herited a faculty--approximately tlalf of whom are tenured--who have
good teaching reputations, but who have been quite slack in creative
scholarship. They are willing to accept,heavier than average teaching \

loads in order not to be bothered withthis other requirement. They
are more than willidg to.serve on college and university committees to
fulfill a service commitment- within the university. They do little
outside the university, and with few exceptions, are unwilling to re-,
direct their energies, la that the department has alOost np regipnal
or national 'visibility. -ton also ces a new dean who is emphatic in
his requirementrthat the level of.r search funding and 'schalarly pro-
ductivity be brought up to the .exist'pg average level across the col-
lege., Lon realizes.that the mephani m for rq-orienting departmental
objectives-will have to be accomplil ed with new faculty and with the
denial of tenure lo a number of non" enured faculty members, including
some who-are fine teachers.

-

The one faculty member with some ability and orientation toward
scholarship--Dr. Wilson Dingle--is also faculty advisor to the cafipus
Gay Liberation Group. Within the department, he tends to go his awn
way; he is active in the community in seeking theAecceptance of the
homosexual. He is to be considered for tenure thnrs year. A number of
faculty are unappreciativeeof thd publicity given the department
throughhis activities.

-
Eactr of the preceding department heads is facing one or more

dilemmas. What to do? Interestingly edOugh, Dick Walker, Carl Hera-
kovich, and Lbn Savage are real people, -and they did face these and
ether problems. They did so through the gaming situation that-permit-
ted the simulation of five years in the .life of an academic, department.
DiO, Carl and Lon each served as the head of, the Department of Sta-
tistics in the State University of Id. They made decisions vital tq
the success of that department and had the chance to observe the cod-
sequences of.their decisions,. As a matter of interest, at different
times Dr. Albert Kelly did resign fqr Dick, but not for Carl nor for
Lon. On the other hand, none of the department heads. had the good
fortune to secure the resignation of Dr. M. Stone Nunter, although
two made a concerted effort to obtain it.

.1 Playing the game

In the Academic Department Head Game, each participant serves as
Head of the Department of Statistics and is required to-Make two
deciSions per year; -one at the start f each semester--for a five-year
petiod, The participant is provid with an initial foster of eight
faeolty in the form of profiles (si filar to that given for Dr. Albert
Kelly), which include a personal sketch of the indivichlal, as well as
someninsight into his professional interests and abilities. Then, ,
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through the duration of the game, one or more may choose to resign, or

if a person is non-tenured, his services may be terminated.' Additional

faculty mist then be secured, and it is not unusual for a department

to change in composition over the five years of its existence.

The Decisi-oneand Results

In the game, as in reality, the objectives of the department have

to be achieved through its faculty. As a result, the gitical deci-

sions in this simulation exercise revolve,around the r4truitment and

retention of faculty and the assignment of,rfaculty work loads.

The 4nstitution operateson a semester bisis, with two semesters

,constituting an academic year. 'A total of ten decisions are made,over

the five-year gaming period. The first is made just prior to the

start of the fall semester, the second just prior to the start of the

spring semester, the third decision priorAtd the start of the fall
semester of the second academic year, and so forth. For purposes of

the exercise; it is' assumed that the department head can function in

a "strong leadership situation." If as in many uniVersity settings,

there is an element of senior faculty involvement in the decision pro-

cess, it is assumed that the persuasive powers of the department head

are such that his will can prevail.

Teaching assignments: The department has a teaching obligation

at both the undergraduate and graduate level. Service and intro-

ductory courses are taught to Tower division students, and junior,

senior, graduate and advanced graduate courses are taught in three

distinct areas of statistics. The assignment of courses to individual

memberi .of the faculty.must be accomplished each semester.

Some faculty will be involved in,advising graduate students on
theses and dissertations; a few faculty will also engage in sponsored

research. 'This latter work load is generated through the initiative

of the individual faculty member;

The size of the dePahment is. initially assumed to be eight

faculty (plus the department head). This size cab be, increased

through securing research funding and additional graduate student

enrollment. As one might expect, a faculty member.is more liVely to
secure research support if he is initially assigned a lighter teaching

load. The funding can then be used to increase the support of graduate
students and increase the size of the department.

Salary Increase Recommendations; The spring decision will re-
quire an allocation of available salary. increase monies to the faculty

for the following academic year. To assist the department head in

making this,decision, he is provided a report of faculty productivity
through the previous calendar year. ' The. depArtment head receives an

indication of individual teaching effectiveness and scholarly produc-
tivity, research activity and time spent in service to the university

and the profession.
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`Promotions and Non-Reappointments: It is assumed that,the depart-
ment head has the prerogative of iitiatingmotion and non-reappoint-
ment recommendations. The latter decisions have to be made within the
framework of the "1940 Statement of PrinciplesipeAcademic Freedom and
Tenure" of the AAUP.

Recruiting, The, game participant is also involved in recruiting
replacements for faculty who either resigned or were denied tenure.
The recruitingprocess-is",initiated with the request made by the de-
partment head for resumes by rank and with specific subject matter capa-
bilities. He is then provided resumes of those who have chosen to be
considered applicants and can rank his order of preferences to whom
employment offers will be extended. Success in the recruitment of
faculty includes a random element but is also dependent upon the repu-
tation already achieved by the department.

The Results: Effects of the preceding decisions are found in the
reported satisfactions or dissatisfactions of the:facultv, the produc-
tiyity of these same fSculty, and,the annual review mad the dean.
Every year each faculty member has the opportunity of r ing his
satisfaction regarding salary, teaching load, teaching erence,
the number of graduate:students Who choose to asOciate themselves,with
him, and the general reputation ofthe department. A composite of
these satisfactions will influence the decision of'the fatulty member
to remain. with the institution or resign and seek employment elsewhere.
A second measure of the success of the department head is found in the
composite of the annual reports of the faculty. These include the
teaching effectiveness of the whole faculty, the number of articles
they have contributed to the literature, books published, if any,
research support Generated, and service to the universitpand to the
'profession. As e might expect, two-department heads working with
an identical facu y may achieve different levels of faculty satis-
faction and.of de artment productivity. The depaitment head who
assigns a lighte loadlto an individual with greater potential for
scholafship and rch is more likely to see this potehtial become
a reality. On the of er hand, the department head who assigns a
heavier eachinq load to those faculty with poor teaching capabilities
will probably, see a degine iri the teaching reputation of his depart,-
ment.

4 0

A final measure of) the success of the department is seen in the
annual reviemorthat department made by the deap cf the college.
This last assessment will bevery close to the-coMPoNe of the annual
faculty Activity reports. _However, the game can bb played "against"
one offourdiffefent deans. The game administrator can select a
dean who is teaching-oriented, teaching and service oriented, pub-
lications'and besearch oriented, or a balance of these. All game '

participants then manage their departments for the same dean. This
great flexibility pbcmits,the game to be adapted-by.tfie game'admini-.
strator to diVerent.Adiversity settings or objectives: .
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Conclusions ,

The game model has been constructed round an individual data

b which maintains info tion relevant t each faculty member.

Fift such faculty have be (n defined and an eight may be used to

ini 'ate game play. The remaining 42 then erve as the reservoir from

.which faculty are recruited. Btcause of thi flexibility, game play

can be structured to simulate specific situations, e.g., faculty who

are all tenured, a preponderance of faculty in the lower ranks, or a'

faculty consisting of "teachers" with a dean who is research-oriented.

The values of the various parameters have been developed with the

assistance of a co sulting psychologist. Each faculty member is

charalwri ed by s ch stress' factors as salary, rank, teaching load

and p er:nce, number of graduate students, and the reputation of the

depa.tment Each faculty member -4-s- also categorized by indices re-

garding hi teaching ability and level'of scholarly productivity.

The Aca D- r-tment Head Game has been designed as both an
orientation ..0 ining device for the new or the aspiring depart-
pent head. It' also be employed by others, either within or
outside the university, who might profit from a better understanding
of some of the significant decisions required in the administration
of an academic department. Obviously, the game does not include
many decision situations that confront the department head on a daily

basis. No requirement is made for the response to the group of
students who have come in to complain about the length of the homework

assignments required by the new asstWnt professor, The department

head in the game is not required to respond to the complaint of a
faculty member who cannot find a parking place And is habitually late
to meet his first class. Even in a broader frame of reference, ex-':

cluding the allocation of salaryincrease funds, no provision is in-
cluded within the game for the stewardship function; the department
head is not required to request and maintain a 'budget. On tht other

hand, a npmber of profound decisions are required of the game parti-
cipant--particularly those relating to recruitment abd retention of
faculty and the assignment of faculty work loads. Thr:ough the mech-

anism of the game, the department head has the opportunity to make
'decisions, observe the results of these decisions, and then make
additional decisions. Further, he can use this vehicle as a focal
point for discussing "real world" situations with other game parti-
cipants.

The game is 'now completed. Whil

game model is likely to continue,
will be.prgyidetupon request f

,

1

ditional refinement of the'

instructions and the program
the authors.

t
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RESOURCE ALLOCATION
FbR A COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Introduction

et

M. R. Reddy
M. B. Pashazadeh
P. H. Randolph

Management science models which express the organizational
environment and its dynamics in mathematical relationships have
been applied in many fields. Although htheie models have been
developed and are being taught in universities, very few techniques
have been applied touniversities,thepselves until just recently.

recent years, models have been developed in which problems that
are encountered in university adMinistration are examined. For

example, David S. P. Hopkins
1
establisheit.a cost simulation model for

a-university, in which levels of activitiesare'related to the
requirements that reflect on the university resources. Anoth

approach to this problem is that of Sung M. Cee2.in which goal,
programming was used as a model to analyze multiple; competitive
and conflicting goals with varying priorities. Lee applied this
technique to_the optimum allocation oforesources in,a s0Ool of
business administration. It is this work of Lee that motivated this

paper. It was felt that since goal programming was of value in
analyzing the allocation problems of a business school, it could
be equally useful in tudying an engineering college.

The objective of iris paper is to present a method for the
allocation of funds in a college of engineering. This method must

, recognize that certain requirements such as financial Itringencies,
quality,and diversity of academic faculty, maintenance of existing

levels Of faculty; etc., should be met. As mostof these requirements
areincommensurable, a priority structurethas been constructed for
theformulation of the model. 'The College of Ehgineering being
studied in this paper is not necessal-ily a real school z but should

° * be considered a composite of several different schools of
engineering, add thus serves as a useful 'example to study.

- 7

There are,tWo major goals that a college of engineering must,

consider. One is the goal of maintaining approximately, the current

facility levels. That is, the number of assistant, associate or

full professors should t change drastically from year t9 year.

1, Major, changes in emplo ert levels would require considerable f1ring
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and hiring, with the expected negative effect on employee morale. In
this paper we permitted only small changes in the faculty levels in
each category.

The second major goal of any college of engineering A to satisfy
as closely as possible the standards of the engineering accrediting
group known as the Engiheer's Council for Professional Development
(ECPD). In their "Objectives and Procedures for Accrediting Programs

In Engineering in the United States" the ECP makes the following
statement: "The overall competence of th aculty may be judged by
such factors as the level of academic t, ining of its members; the
diversity of their backgrounds; their non-academic engineering
experience; their experience in teaching; their interest in and
enthusiasm for developing more effective teaching methods; their
level of scholarship as shown by scientific and profesgional
publications; their degree of participation in professional,
scientific and othe learned societies; recognition by students of
their professional ac ; and their personal interest in the
student's curricular and tracurricular activities." .

Of these factors, only two seem reasonably easy to measure,
namely level of academic training and diversity of background.
Information op both of these can be obtained from a'standard college
catalog. For example, for an engineering college, the level of
academic training can be measured by the highest degree achieved by
the faculty member. The diversity of background can be measured by
the location of the last degree. Was the last degree from the
university being studied, or was it from elsewhere? More bluntly,
is the faculty mgmher-en inbreed or not?

There are further goals that were covered in this effort, but
they are ofless importance. For example, we consid4red the goal
of maintaining a desirable faculty-student ratio, AO the goal of
covering all classes listed in the catalog. All these goals were
included to try to meet all the objectivs of the college.

Model

The following assumptions are made in Oeveloping the model:

_J. It is a single-time-period model; i.e.; planning horizon
is limited to one year. I

o

2. All faculty will work the same number of months per year.
In reality, most faculty are on a nine-month basis, while some are
on eleven months. However, the nine-month faculty'members usually
are also able to teach summer school; so thisoassdmption is
reasonable.

3. In arriving at the estimated number of student credit
hours needed for each session, an,average figure is used both for
undergraduate and graduate students load levels.
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4. Bach department has certain numbe of'research and teaching
assistants.

ti For the model, we define the following variables:

x
1

: Number of research assistants

x
2

: Number of teaching assistants

x
3

- Number of instructors

x4 : Number of inbred assistant professors withb.4 PhD

x5 :x; Number of non-inbred assistant professors without PhD

-
x: Number of inbred assistant professors with-Ph0

x7 Number of non-inbr tint profess-with PhD I °

x8 :Numb& of inbred associate professors without PhD-J

x9 : Number of.non-inbred associate professors without PhD

x-- Number of inbred associate professors with PhD
<10'

1

x11: Number of non-inbred assoC4Aejprofessors with PhD

x12: Number of inbred f 'rofessors without PhD

$13: Number of non - inbred full p ssors without PhD

x14:
Number of inbred full professors With PhD

x
15

: Number of non - inbred full professors with PhD

x
16

: Number' of part-time professors

x17: Number of'stgif

I

The Goals

The goals can be stated Mathematically as follows:

1. Level of academic training goal. Two criteria he

hypothesized to meet this goal. They are:

ECPD requirements.' ,Although the ECPD Standard does not4
specify precisely what is meant by "level of academic training, "'
it is possible to quantify this goal by the constraint that, at
most, 10% of the faculty should be without PhD's.,-This constraint
can be expressed algebraically as follows.

ti
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- 15

+ x5 + x8 x9 + x12 + x13 -<,(0.1) E .

i=4 x'

Of course, this constuint- may hive to be violated; that is, we may end
up.with more than 10% of the faculty without PhD's. The amount we

exceed this goal will be denoted by Then the-Constraint can be

written as
+ ,

15

x4 + + x8 + x9 -I- x/2 + x13 di = k0.-rr E xi

i=4

where d, is the potitive deviation from the goal.

Stable employmen-t-reqtri-rement. Suppose- th&-t-30;-1-3%-of-the
present engineering faculty do not possess PhD degrees. , This figure

is not uncommon at some of the, older, more established engineering
schools. Because of stability' of employment requirements, it must
be expected that this percentage should not decrease significantly.
This yields another constraint regarding the percentage of faculty
without PhD. Assuming that there will be a maximum attrition rate
of 1% (retirements, deaths, etc.), the projected percentage for next
year:should be at least 30.13 x 0.99 = 29%. This can be expressed

as follows: '

15 .

x4 + x5 + x8 + X9 + x12 + x 13-L (0.29)
iE4

x.

=

For goal programming, this constraint is written as:

4

15

x
4 + x5

+x
8 / .
+x

9 +x12 +x
13' 2

+ d- = (0.29) E x;
-

.i=4' '

. I r1 ,

where di is thd negative deviation from the goal.

As can be seen, this goal is in direct conflict with the preceding

goal.. It is impossible for both goals to be satisfied

simultaneously. At least one of these goals will have to be

violated.'

2. Oivelijty of background .qoal . As before, two criteria

can be defineVto quantify this goal:

ECPD requirement. As with the above goal, the ECPO Standards
do not define precisely what is meant by "diversity of background."
One possible way to quantify this goal is to examine the number ,

of inlaKed faculty. We quantified this 'constraint by specifying
that, at most, 30% of the faculty should be inbreeds. This can

be expressed algebraically as follows:

15

x5 + x7 + x9 + + x13.+ xi5 < (0.3) E x;

i=4 '



The corresponding goal programming constraint is:

. .15

x5 + x7 + x9 + x
11

+ x
13

+ x15. - d
3

= (0.3) r xi

Stable employment requirement. Suppose that 53.8% of the total
'faculty in the college of engineering are inbreeds (This is probably
a little high, but not unusual in engineering schools). Because
of stability requirements, this percentage-should not decrease
considerably. This yields another constraint for the diversity- of
background goal. Assuming 1% attrition xate, projected percentage
of inbred faculty for next year should be at least 53%. This can
be expressed in the following goal constraint:

15
x5 + x7 + x9 + All + x15 + d4 = (0.53)'E4

i=4

3. Maintenance of the existing level of faculty goals. In

order to avoid major upheavals in the number of faculty in each
category, it will be assumed that the number in each category does
not change very much from year to year. This objective can be
achieved by a series of goal statements.

a. Suppose that 4.5% of the current faculty are inbred
assistant professors with PhD. Then to maiptain this approximate
percentage, the following goal can be sprified:

15

x
6

= (0.045) E X.
i=4

The corresponding constraint for goal programming is:

15+
x
6
+ d

7
- d

7
= (0.045) E X1

i=4

b. Suppose 7.3% of the current faculty are assistant I.

professors with PhD's from otther universities. Then to maintain
the approximate percentageithe following constraint can be
specified:

15

- d
+

= (0.073) E x.
8

i=4 1

C. Suppose 5.94 of the current faculty are inbred
assistant professors withou . Then the f9llowing
constraint can be specified:

15

Y
4 5

d- -'d+
5

= (0.059) E x,

i =4
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d. Supposethai 2.73% of the current faculty are assistant
professors without PhD's and terminal degree from other universities.
Then the following constraint can be specified:

15

x
5

+ d6 - d6 = (0.D273) E x.

i=4

e. Suppose that 16% of the current faculty are inbred
associate professors with PhD's. 'Then the following constraint

can be Specified:

4t
- +

15

x
10

+ d
4

- d
4

= (0.16) s x.

' i=4
1*

f. Suppose 15.1% of the current faculty are associate
professors with PhD's from'other universities. Then the following
constraint can be specified:,

15

x
11

+ d12 - d12 = (0.151) r .x.
i=4

g. Suppose'2.73% of the current faculty are inbred
associate professors without PhD's. Then the following constraint

can be specified: h

15
dr, x

8
+ d9 - d9 = (0.0273) x.

i=4

h. Suppose 2.73% of the current faculty are associate
professors without PhD's and terminal degree from other universities.*
Then the following constraint can be specified:

..., 15

x
9 1

+ d-
0 10

= (0.0273) E X.
i

i=4

i. Suppose 20.5% of the current faculty are inbred full

professors with PhD's. Thefi the following constraint can be

specified:

15

x14 + d
+

- d
-

(0.205) E x.
14 15 15

i=1

j. Suppose 15.1% of the current faculty are full
professors with PhD's from other universities. Then the following

constr nt can be specified:

15

x15 + d16 - d 1+6
=.(0.151) E x.

1
i=4

o
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k. Suppose 4.1% of the current faculty are inbreittfull
-professors without PhD's. Then the following constraint can'be
speci fied. .

.

15

x
12 1

d-3 - d13 =(0.041)-£, x.
1-,=4

1. Suppose 3.2% of-the current facility are full professors
without PhD's and terminal degree from other universities. Then the
following constraint can be specified:

° 15

x13 + d + d
+

(0.032) E X.
13 14 14 1

i=4-

4. Broad categories of faculty. Suppose 21% of the-faculty
are assistant professors, 37% of the faculty are associate professors,
42% of faculty are fuff-pibfessors, and 5% of faculty are pai;time.
Then we have the following goal constraints:

7 _
E X. + d - d = (0.21) E g.
i=4

1

17 17

11
+,

i=8

+ (118 - d18 = *Q.37) Esx.

15

E

1 =12

X.
1
+ d - d

+

19 19
=

15

(0.42) E

i=4

x.

1

16
- +

x
16

+ d20 - d
20

= (0.05) E X.

i=4 "1

5. Number of academic facult4, goal. Suppose the projected
student enrollment in the,engineering college for next year is

estimated to be 2110. Average number of credit hours taken
(graduate and undergraduate) is assumed to be 15, and the desired

class pize is assumed to,Ale 20. Then we have

Total student credit hours
(2110) (15)

1583

20

Assuming an average teaching load of 12 hours for graduate assistants,
10 hours for instructors, and 5 hours for the xest of the faculty,

we have -the following goal:
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16

12x
2

+ 10x
3

+ 5 E X. = 1583
1

i=4

'The corresponding goal programming constraint is:

16

12x
2

+ 10x + 5 E X. d- - d+ = 1583
3 i=4 ( 25 d25

Also, faculty-student ratio of 1/9 is assumed as ideal. This
gives the goal constraint:

15'

E x. + d - d
+

= 223 .

i=1
26 26

6. Number of graduate research assistants. We set the desired
.graduate research assistants to faculty ratio as 1 to 2.- This can
be quantified as follows:

16

x
1
+ d

+

21 2
- d-

1
= (0.5) E

i=4 1

7. Number of teaching assistants. We set the desired teaching
assistant to faculty ratio as 1 to 5. This can be quantified as
the following goal constraint:

+
16

x2 d22 d22
(0.2) E xi

1

8. Number of instructors. Suppose tht desired instructor/
faculty ratio is f to 20. This can be quantified as follows:

,

16
- +

x
3

+ d
23

- d
23

= (0.05) E X.

1j=1

9. Number of staff. The desired suppoil staff /faculty ratio
is 1/6. This can be quantified as &follows:

16

x
17

+ d24
2

- d+
4

= (0.167) E X.

i=2 1

- 10. Budget goal. The total budget for next year consists of the
total amount paid for faculty, teaching and research assistants,
and staff this year, plus a predetermined amount of increment over
the pay base for the above classifications in the engineering
sChool. The estimated average salary figures for next year are
shown in Table 1. Suppose the dean has a total of'$7,500,000 to
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be used for salaries. Then from Table 1 the following constraint can
,be specified:

4028 xi + 4028 x2 + 11,880 x3 + 14,040 x4

+ 14,040 x5 16,200 x6 + 16,200 x7 + 17,496,x8

+ 17,496 x9 + 22,080 x10 + 22;680 x11 + 24,494 x12

+ 24,494 x13 + 32,400 x14 + 32,400,x15 + 24,840 x16

+ 8,100 x
17

- d salary = 7,500,000

The Objective

The objective of the college of engineering is to meet all the
goals specified above. However, as we have already seen, the first
two are mutually conflicting,-indicating that at least one of these

two goals will be violated. It is possible that there exists
additional conflicts in the goals so that several goals may be

violated. Some of these goals are more important to the dean than
other goals. Thus, the goals can be ranked according to their

importance to the dean.

In conversations with a few deans of engineering we came up with
the ranking of the goals as indicated in Table 2. As can be seen,

it appear that administrators of engin4erfng colleges feel that
faculty stability is of prime importance, as is evident from the
high ranking given to maintaining current faculty employment levels
in all categories. This is in line with the well established
principles of tenure at universities. The ECPD standards are next

in, importance..

The ranking of the goals is exploited in goal programming. The

highest priority goals are examined first, and effort is made to
achieve these as closely as possible. Then the next highest,

priority goals are examined,.and an attempt is made to achieve these
as closely as possible, but without disturbing the degree of
achievement of the highest priority goals. This is continued until

all goers are examined.

However, there is no general-purpose, high-speed-goal-
programming computer code available. Therefore, weused the well °

known MPSX simplex code with weights on the goals. The highest

priority goal was weighted the Mtost, and the weights decreased with

decreasing, priority. The weighted goal objective function is:

10
10

(d: d 4.) + 108 (d- + At- + d- + d+ + d- + d+
-4 17 1/ 18 18 19 19

+ d20
2

+ d+
0
) + 106 (4 + = 5,...,16

GO
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104 (45 + 45 + (11: + 4)

t 102 ( 46 + 46) + 10 (di + = 20,...,24 + 0.00001 d :alary

The objective is to minimize this deviation function.

Results

For the sample problem given in this paper the resultsX the

computer are given below:

Goal attainment

1." Maintain stable employment to all faculty Achieved

2. Maintain desired distribution of academic staff Achieved

3. Maintain desired number of faculty Achieved

4. Maintain desired faculty student ratio Achieved

5. Maintenance of desired number of

part-time professors Achieved

. aldt ,(74, $ A , _ , 4

research assistants Achieved

teaching assistants Not Achieved,

instructors Not Achieved

staff Achieved

'6. Maintenance of ECPD requirements

for quality

for diversity'

J.

1*
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Not Achieved '

Not Achieved



Variables Deviational Variables',

- d = 2 4Xl =342
. .

)42

x4 ='

x
6

=

x
7

=

x9

x10 =

5. .

13

6

10

17

6

36

xii = 36

x12 = 7

x,, =. 7
.m x13 a

x14 = 46

x15 =34

x16 5

x17 = 44

o

+d3 = 51 .i

. +da =

1
d+

0
=1

dts = 2

d
2

= 6
0.

d- 2%13
22

d23 = 6'

+
sa,lary = 0
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Since the highest priority As assigned to the maintenance of
stable employment to all faculty members, these goals were achieved

without difficulty: Job security, achieved by maintaining employment
stability, is vital, not only to provide motivation, but also to
create an environment congenihl for higher learning. Once the

basic need of job security is satisfied, the higher needs Idke
recognition become predominant. Thus all goals are achieved except
the desired number of teaching assistants and instructors, and the
two ECPD requirements of quality and diversity.

Since the underachievement of 13 teaching assistants and 6
instructors is not large compared to the total number of faculty
in the College of Engineering, this underachievement should not be

of much concern. On the other hand, the overachievement of 24
professors without PhD's and 51 inbred faculty for the two ECPD
requirements should be of much more concern, and probably should be
an area to which the dean of the college may want to focus greater
attention for future faculty hiring procedures.

Conclusions

From this study it is evident that the administration of a
college of engineering can be significantly influenced through the

r use of goal programming. It is planned eventually to expand this

study by examining a particular engineering college and by
considering additional ECPD requirements such as enth/siasm,of
faculty, level of scholarship, recognition of students, etc.
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Table 1. Estimation of salaries for the digerent;Zategoriei of faculty.

Category

(1/4

This Year's Next Year's-Estimated

Average S ry' x Incraase Average Splaty

Graduate Assistants

Instructors

Assistant Professor
without PhD

Asiistant Professor

3,783

1.0,92e

12,920

with PhD 14,900

Associate Professor
without PhD 16,096

Associate Professor
with PhD 20,866

Full Professor
without PhD 22,534

.., .74
Full Professor s

,
i

with PhD 29,800

,Visiting Professor 22,850

'- Staff 7,530

8

8

.

4.028

fb,S80

14,040

6,200

17,49

5'

1.: 8 .$,I, 22,680.
...),

\

'.8'..."- \ ' ,2,4,4941 .'."' e ) k.

1.. ,

8 32,400

4Z/r;
. e .. 24e40; "" '

' f 1-,' 8,16 .

a.
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Table 2. The ranking of the goals.

Goal

d
2

: maintain current ratio of PhD to non-PhD faculty

.

4
: ,maintain current ratio of inbred to non-inbred faculty

d17 maintain current level of assistant professors

dal : maintain current level of associate professors

:\ maintain current level of full professors

t maintain'currently level of part-time faculty

9

3. d
i's

i.5, 16 : maintainecurrent levels of facUity in each of the

separate categdries

So

d25
meet student load requirements

/

dl
satisfy ECPD quality standards'

d3 : satisfy ECPD diversity standas

5 ,achieve a desirable faculty-student ratio

f'21..A.24 : achieve desirable levels of faculty-support

staff ratios

7 d
salary

: do not exceed the budgeted salary value
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AN ALGORITHM FOR FORECASTING .

UNIVERSITY POPULATION
R. A. WYsk

')\ % o . R. P.
,

Sadowski
,

Background and Literature Review >\...'''

In the past two decades, many new statistical techniqubsThave
emerged for forecast*ng independent demand. Prior to Brown's' develop-
ment of exponential amoothing arithmetic and moving average techniques,
Were predominant. An even more recent development in forecasting a
time series has been introduced by Bqx and Jenkills.2

. ' -. ,
Since Brawn first developed exponential smoothing, this technique

.....

has been expanded and embellished toextreme collplexity; seasonality,' -

cycles, trends and even extrinsic variables have been incorporated with-
in the smoothing context. Most of the modelthat utilize exponential
smoothing to weight the age of data, howeve are naive models that
assume independent demand. Oftentimes, independence is assumed simply
to permit utilization of the large number of exponential smoothing
models and coMputer programs which are availablemt little or no cost.
0

Few models are available which predict demands that ar(dependent
on known or forecastable information. This is probably because this 421.

dependence i elf system dependent. Because of this system depen-
dence, it s usually not possible to,create a gendral purpose algorithms'
and prog ms for dependent demand. The following model was developed

. for a specific system: a university where demand (student population
* in this case) is quite'dependept upon the currept population of the

university, and in particular, upft.that part of the university which
. tends to recycle, itself into a new class of populus (freshmen become
Sophomores, sophomores become juniors, etc.).

V
- Several flow models of educational systems havelbeen developed
for planning. At the national level, Armitage and°Smith3 and.Clough
and McReynolds4 have provided recent contributions in this area.
These models describe the growth of a system over time, and they char-
acteristically relate demands in one period to those in the next by
means of Markovilike transitions. Such models make an important con-

ytribution by showing how transition rates can be used to model policy
variables and enrollment constraints. These concepts have provided
the basis for the forecasting technique to be developed in this paper.
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During the past several decades, most universities-have been sub-'
jected to various periods of growthAmad decline in their student en-
rollments. Even during times of rdWively stable enrollments for 'the,
total university, there, have been fluctuations in the student population
of the various segments of the university, such as colleges, schools,
departments, classes, etc. This variability makes' it extremely diffi-

cult for a university to plan with respect to `the long term commitment
of resources, such as housin91-laboratories, faculty, etc.

The Model

there are numerous factors whiCh affect enrollemnts, and thus the
final demand for a university resource. To create a model which would
include all relevant variables to forecast enrollment projections-with
sufficient detail and accuracy for microscopic use (classroom size in-
formation) would be an extremely difficult task. Although these .fac-

tors may have different effects ion the various levels of enrollment,
the-aggregate effect can be treated as a transition value. Further-,

more, many categoribs of the enrollment are fairly easy to predict, at

least in the short term. For example, the enrollment for the junior
class of a given department for a fall Semester is primarily dependent
on the number of sophomores in the previous spring semester. 'Minor
adjustments will occur(due to dropouts, transfers, etc., but these can
be easily combined an modelled as a trend.

As a class progfesses through the university, it suffers a certain
amount of attrition during each official academic period. Although .

this attrition occurs throughout the academic period, the accounting
procedures at most universities reflect this as a discrete function.
The reasons for growth (or decline) patterns of a class are many; how-

ever, most classes-follow a definite pattern in their progression.

. Utilizing this concept, the growth rate or attrition for a given class,
as tt progresses from one transition period to the next, can be ex-
pressed as a fraction. If one further assumes that this growth rate
remains fairly constant from one year to the next, regardless of the
class size, such a value can be used to predict future enrollment,

This cdhcept can be expressed mathematically by defining a matrix,
Ek, which contains the enrollment values of a given university segment
for the academic year staring i year k. Thus,

eij(k) =the. ekrollment in the ith time period for the jth
class of the academic year staring in year k,

where

i = 1, . . . , m

j= 1, . . . , n.

Normally the value of myould be two (semester system) or three
(quarter system) and the value of n would be four or five (most uni-
v0-sities operate either. four or five year programs). The growth or

transition rate can be expressed as a similar matrix, Tk. Thus,.
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or,

A

"4-

ti=the transitionrate of the. jth class of the academic
j(k)

year starting in -year k as it progresses from the,ith
to the i+l'time period;

if'1=1, . . .

b forj=1 n (I), . ,ei+1j(k)/ef,,j(k)' :
tij(k)

-. "
= -

if i=m .
,

-1

.
e
1,j+1,(k+1)

/e
)n,j,(k)'

for j=1 n-1 (II)

. '

where (I) is the'transition rate from semester to semester nd (II) is
the transition rate from one academic year to the next ac4ibmic year
In order to obtain the enrollment projections or frecakts for the nekt
time period, the appropriate' transition rate is multiplied by the cur-
rent enrollment. Thus,

a
.

f" = the forecast for the ith time period of the jth
ij(k)

class of the academic year staring in year k,

or

fij(k)

if i=1

tm,j-1,(k -2)* em,i-1,(k-1)'

if i=2, ,m

for j =2, . . . , n

,.t
i-1,j,(k-1)*

e
i-1,j,(k)'

for j=1, . . n9

tb
. -

Althqugh Ale notation becomes raker awkward, the concept is quite

simple. Forexemple, assume that it is desired to predict the.eoroll
meat in a given department at a university which has, a four-year pro-
graM (n=4) under a semester system (m=2). Further, assume that the
current time period is the fall semester (i=1) of the academic year
starting in 1977 (k=77) end the department enrollments for the.past
three semesters are as shown in Table 1.

.40
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, )

Academic year k:=76

.

k=76 k=76

Sdmester Fall (1=1) Spring (1=2). Fall (i=1)

.

Class, j=1 200 174 E15

. .

j=2 155 144 160

J=3 165 . 158 170

, .

Q;J =4 150 .... 145 152

Table 1., Enrollment Data, e
ij(k)

.J .

/
1, 2 . 3

.

4

e
1,j,(76)

e
24,(16)

t
1,J,(76)

e
14)(

,

77)

47J,(77)

200

174

0.870

.

215 .

187.05

.155

144

Q.929

.160

. 148.64

165

158

0.957

170

162.69

150

145

0.966

152

146.83
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-Using this data and the preceding model, the enrollments for the
spring semesterof the 1977 academic year are forcasted as follows:

.f2,J,(77) = t lu,(76)*e .

where

for j=1, . . . 4

.

tI,J,(76) e24,(76)1e1,i,(76)'
for j=1, .

The results and computations are shown in Table 2.

These forecasts for the spring semester could then.be used to cal-
culate forecasts for the fall semester of 1978, which could in turn be
used to forecast the enrollment for the spring of 1978, etc. There are
two potential prOblems with using such a technique, particularly if
forecasts beyond one year are desired.

e%
The first 'problefti is that the forecasts for a fa semester do not

include an estimate for the freshman or first class For example, the
fall 1978 forecasts would not incaude ah estimate frr the first year
class:, the fall '1979 forecasts would not include an estimate far the
first and second year clgSses, etc, Therefore, in order to obtain
complete forecasts beyond one year, estimates for the successive first

/year fall semester enrollmentmust be creat4. There are two ways to
Accomplish this. One method is to estimate these values totally inde-
pendent of the 'transition concept. For example, a 'smoothed projection
of the previous first year classes, or simply a best estimate can be
used. An alternate method would involveAmsing the expected, or known,
number of applications as a dummy spring enrollment for the j=0 class,
and then using the transition formulas to project the fall enrollment.
In this case, the transition value, t2,1,k, would obviously be less.
than 1. The second method could be particularly useful if the intent
is to limit the projected enrollment.

, 4,
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The second problem associated with using such a forecasting method
is that a large one-time increase or decrease could lead to inaccurate
forecasts for the next academic year. Ideally, the computed4transition
rates should be as representative as possible of the next time period.
One method of achieving this would be to smooth the transition rates by
using a moving average or exponential smoothing technique'. Exponential

smoothing is a special kind of weighted average which is suited for
data processing applications. The most current estimate is a weighted,

sum of the last estimate and the trend occurring in the most recent
period,

68

Applying the technique of Qxponential smoothing to the transition
rates would yield the following:

tij(k)
(Aim)** a(1-a)tij(k_1)

or,

where

,t.ij(k-2)+
+ a(1-a) tii(k_L)+

t'
i

= at + (1-a)ts
)ij(k) j(k) ij(k-1),

a = the smoothing constant, were 0 < a < 1

= the smoothed transition rate for the jth class of
1J(Jok the academic year staring in year k as'it progresses

from the ith to the i.l. time period.
By varying the value assigned to a, more or less weight is.given to

the most recent transition rate. Using. this concept the, smoothed

transition rate,
tj

t!,
k)

is used to compute the forecast, rather than
i

the calculated transition rate, tii(k) .

At this point, it is important to note that this concept repre-
sents a substantial departure from normal forecasting methods. Apply-

ingexponential smoothing in the normal manner would lead to a fore-
cast which would be a weighted average of the past enrollments. The

concept presented here provides a forecast based on the most recent
enrollment and a weighted,average of the transition rates.

Model Verification

In the development of a prediction model with potential applica-
tion in the real. world, the accuracy of the results must be considered.
This accuracy is obvious,ly somewhat dependent upon the application and

method of application. The most common, and-probably the best, way of

establishing the accuracy of a forecasting technique is to actually
utilize the technique in a given situation for a number of time periods
and compare the,forecasted.values to the actual values. However, if

sufficient historical data exists, this data can,be used to assess

7j



the accuracy of the technique over the time period fciihich data is
available. This procedure was adopted for...the verification of the pro-
posed technique. Two similar situations with fundamentally djfferent
applications were considered. The first involved the prediction of
dormitory housing requirements at the University of Massachusetts,
while the second involved the prediction by undergraduate enrollments
in the School of EngineeringatlurdwAniversity. Actual historical
data was used in both situafTons.

The forecasting technique was initially developed fOr the housing
office at the University of Massachusetts during the early seventies
to forecast future dormitory housing demand. One of th'e major func-
tions of the housing office is to minimize the.dormitory rates by
maintaining as high an occupancy level as potsible, so that overhead,
expenses can be spread over a large populus, thus making the dormitory
system more affordable and appealing to students. As an aid to *corn-
plishing this task, the previously presented forecasting technique was
developed to predict on-campus dormitory demand so that regulations
could be adjusted to maintain an appropriate occupancy level.

The University of Massachusetts:'like any other university campus,
contains a number of variables that affect its enrollment, and thus,
the final demand for dormitory housing. The actual forecasts were cal-
culated by considering sgveral independent'segments of the university
population, each of which has a unique effect on the housing demand.
Four basic categories were considered: married undergraduates, non-
married veteran undergraduates, non-married.and non-veteran undergrad-
uates, and graduate students. In addition; each of the above categories
was further divided into male and female.

Utilizing available historical data, forecasts by class and semes-
ter were computed for each of the resulting categgries. Historical in-
formation as to the fraction of each group that actually patronized
university housing was then included and the resulting values combined
to obtain a single forecast representing the total housing demand. Un-

fortunately, only .a limited amount of housing data was available for
verification. Forecasts were computed and compared to actual housing
demand.for only one academic year, or_two semesters. Rather than
attempting to forecast a single number for each semester, a range of
values was calculated by utilizing multiple values for the smoothing .

constant.(a= 0.2,10.3, 0.4; 0,5). The fall semester forecasted
range was 11;572 to 11,789 with an actual occupancy of 11,417. The

spring semester forecasted range was 10,431 to 10,521 with an actual
occupancy of 10,661. Although both of the actual occupany values
fell outside the forecasted ranges, the first below by 155 (1.26%)
and the second above by 140 (1.31%),.the forecasts Were considered to
be quite accurate as compared to previously used methods. Also, for -

the magnitude of the numbers under consideration4 the range is rather
small: less than 2% and 1%, respectively.

An alternative method of obtaining a range of forecasted values
would be to usq a sille value for the smoothing constant and then
use an absolute or re tive deviation about the calculated value. If
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this method'is adopted, the user should be cautioned in the selection
of a smoothing constant, since the final forecasted value consists of
a composite of values, each of which may react differently to varying
values of the smoothing constant. The potential user shOuld be aware
that as the smoothing constant is increased, the amount of weighting
given to the most recent transition rakte is also increased. In the
long term, it is recommended that a different smoothing constant be
considered for each category in the model. This may provide a more
accurate forecast as the user gains expertise with the technique.

Since only a limited amount of data was available from the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts application the authors felt it was necessary to
further test the techniquelinan attempt to provide better verification
of its accuracy. To this end, ten years of historical data were ob-
tained for the Schools of Engineering at Purdue University. During
the time spanned by this data, some rather substantial enrollment
changes occurred due to the changing economic environment over the ten
years under consideration from 1967 to 1976. Thus it was felt that
this would constitute a rigorous test of the technique. Five different
enrollment categories were chosen: the total engineering enrollment
and the enrollment for each of four different schools, ranging in size
from large to small. For each category, forecasts were caltculated by
class (n=4) for each semester (m=2) using five different values for
the smoothing constant (a =,0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5).

The first five years of data were used to allow the system to
approach a steady state, and statistics on the accuracy were collected
for Onl the most recent five years. The results were quite variable
and a pe red to be very dependent on the population size as well as
the. alue of the smoothing constant, a Because of this apparent de-,
pen nce, the results will be .discussed. separately.

The forecasts for the total engineering enrollment were by far
the most accurate. The average error ranged from a low of 1.16% to
a high of 29.14%, depending upon the class, semester, wand smoothing
constant. The most accurate results were consistently achieved for
a = 0.5, which implies that the most recent transition rates should
be given a high weighting when computing the forecasts. For a smooth-
ing constant of 0.5, the average error ranged from a low of 1.16% to

^a high of 5.55%, with an overall average error of -3.77%. The largest
,errors were found to occur in the prediction of the sophomore class,,
for both semesters. A possible reEbn for this is discussed later.
The enrollment values, by class, for this categOry ranged from approx-
imately 900 to 1600. n

Th. forecasts for the four individual schools were not as accurate
as the total enrollment forecasts. Again the bet overall accuracy .

was achieved for a = 0.5 with the average error 'ranging from a low
of_1.26% to a high of 19.88%. The highest errors consistently occurred
in the prediction of the sophomore class. The aikerage errors for the
junior and senior classes were always less than 8%. The enrollment
values, by class, for these categories ranged from approximately 40N to
300. .
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One of the reasons for the high error in the predic,tion of the sophomore
class is probably due to the student classification system used by Pur-
due. All first year engineering students are classified as general
engineering students. Only after they have completed the general engi-
neering requirements are they classified in the school of their choice.
This normally occurs at the start of their second year, btit may occur
much later. Thus, the basis of the sophomore forecasts for the schools
was the total engineering enroljment. This could account for much of
the error et this level. Also, external factors,.such as the job mar-
ket, have had a substantial impact on engineering enrollment in the
past several years.

Summary

The accuracy attained using this algorithm may not be as good as
desired (after all, the exact enrollment is what one seeks.) The
method, however, was found. to better existing techniques for forecast-
ing student populus. In addition, a relatively small amount of un-
-stable data was used to verify the model. It is quite possible that
fine tuning this technique with gained experience could result in much
greater accuracy. From this experience, it is possible to build a ,

history to place confidence limits on the forecast.

Another use of this technique, previously not mentioned, would be
to forecast the dynamics of a university. For instance, if a univer-
sity was to suffer an-unexpected attrition, should it allow a very
large freshman class to enter? If it does, how much room will there
be for future freshman classes? What would the final effect be?

To summarize, it appears that this technique offers reasonable
forecasts as is. With time, the forecast could be improved and con-
fidence limits assessed. It also appears that the dynamics of a
university can be studied to assess decision polities that may have
an adverse long term effect.
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COST AND -ORGANIZATION
IN ENGINEERING COLLEGES

P. G. Kirmser
L. E. Grosh
R. G. Nevis

Everyone seems to be concerned with the costs of higher education these
days. "Accountability" and "cost-effectiveness" are now favorite
words, and political weapons as well, of many administrators in educa-
tional institutions. 4

We in engineering colleges are newly sensitive to suggestions of
high costs and inefficiencies in our operations. In the past 20 years
we have seen bulges in enrollments which strained our capacity,
followed by steadily declining enrollments. The study of engineering
seems not to be as attractive as it once was, although new engineering
graduates still receive more job offers and'are employed at higher
salaries than most other new graduates of our universities;, predictions
are now made that many more ehgineers will be needed within" the next
few years than will be graduated.

True accountability'and cost - effectiveness are not the costs per
credit hour dr the number of students per faculty member, which are
the standards commonly computed in detail and offered for comparison
of efficiencies in education. It is impossible to include the most
important factor in determining,wtat is received per dollar of cost- -
quality.

As in many industries, high cost graduates may be cheaper per unit
of output received than cheaper ones who can produce little or nothing
of value. It is possible to discuss several factors affecting effi,
ciency of the operation of engineering colleges without mentioning
quality, and it is the purpose of this article to do so.

It is standard knowledge in engineering that maximum output occurs
when all production lines are balanced and run at constant maximum
speed.

Suppose that all Bourses in 41 degree-grantingAdepartments are
'required and given imsequences without replication, i.e., course
requirements for every degree are completely specified, invariant, and
offered once in sequence so that students are lock stepped into the
curriculum they have chosen, and are required'to maintain the schedule
by the standard program.
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Suppose farther that each faculty member can teach--and'has tom,
pletely under control - -three courses, and that equal numbers of stu-

dents are admitted each semester into each curriculum leading towards
a degree. The number of fatuity which then would be required by a
proposed conventional curriculum at Kansas State University is gi;len'
by the graph (shown in figure 1) for various numbers of students
admitted each semester into each curriculum, i.e., students per major

per semester. It is assumed that one section of each class is taught
'until the capacity of 25 per lecture section and 12-25 per labor4tory
section is reached, and that each faculty member can handle three

courses. "

The number of faculty required increases slowly as the total nym-
ber of students increases, because there are a few service courses

taken by all majors. These necessitate the use.of multiple sections
at smaller total enrollments than occur in courses offered in the

majors. A large jump in the number of faculty required occurs when
single section capacities are reached in the majors.

It is obvious that if student admissions were controlled to'fit
the course requirements, capabilities, and organization for efficient
use of the faculty, great economies could be made without changing

the quality of instruction.

Approximate Behavior of the NewsCuriculum

About two years ago our industrial engineering department modeled
our then proposed new curriculum to see how the number of faculty
needed to man the courses required would vary with changing enrollments,
assuming the fractions of students enrolled -in the various curricula
remained the same, and the courses they took were distributed according
to that which actually occurred in the spring semester of 1971. The

students were distributed as shown in table 1.

The faculty required was estimated on full-time equivalents of
nin'e semester cr it hours of recitation and six semester credit hours

of labora ectfons were limited to 25 in lecture classes, and

12-25 in the laboratories. The proposed new curricula required a total

of 134 courses in the College of Engineering, of which 90 would be,
offered in the, spring semester.

The faculty required as a function of enrollment was determined
for enrollments of from 600 to 1,400 students in increments of 200,
and plotted as curve En in figure 1.

In an effort to estimate the of s of introducing core curricula

which would include a total of 104 tour , of which 67 would be

taught during the spring semester, the same model, limitations'on sec-
tion enrollments, and faculty teaching loads were used to 'determine
the number of faculty required as a function of total enrollment.

This number is shown as'curve Fc of figure 1.
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It is seen that this core curriculum would be more efficient than

new curriculum only at student enrollments of,ftwer than about 800.

As the current undergraduate enrollment. at Kansas State is about 1,000,

°little change io efficiency would be made if these curricula were

adopted-instead of the'new,one proposed.

Impedance Mismatch in Versatility-- A.jpre Realistic Estimate of

Faculty Requirements

The Curves Fc and F0 show the faculty needed for the spring-iemes-

ter only. What effect,_11 any, does the, fall.semester have on the

total faculty required ? .

A faculty member cannot be used efficiently in low enrollMents

situations unless Me can teach a number Of different courses equal to,

semesters' full teaching loads. At three, courses per semester--a

mode teaching load according to many college administatorsit-a facul-

ty membe, ould need to have six differenl courses under- -- control to be

really effi nt. -It is unreasonable to expert faciulty members of

.. engineering co ges to be this versatile.

withEngIfiaei'ing col -'es with small enrollments require more facuity

members to man their icula Use of differing course contenf",

than are required b he n. 'ers of students in individual courses.
,

The curves in figure 1, extrapolated to zero enrollment-(with the

assumption that each faculty member can teach three different ourses)

show that a significant number of faculty members mould be eded to-

man the courses "required by the curricuTa.offered even if haewere-

presentethto empty clasSrdoms.
. -

.

..... ,

A certain,minimumlaculty is needed no.matter how 1 w enrollments 4

fall.. . ° _ ..

- 'Several .simp.le fractions can be used as measures of.the)maximum

efficiency with which a faculty member can be used. 0
.

,

. .
.

These are: it 1 ,i
. -

K/2L = fractional teaching-lo,,.d. d madeup by teaching different
e.:._ courses without repitition-, and* , ..,

.4

1-K/2L = fractional tefthing load Whial-must be made up by repi-

tition of courses or other duties, ,

-4
bwhere

K = number of- different cour"<rfaculty membef can teach.

Lam= = number of courses which forms a.full taachkng lead iR one-

semester:

111..
A
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Let
.

.2 . .
ti = the total number of required courses.

-It = the number of required courses offered for "regUlar" students
in a given semester: f

M = they total number o, f required courses ci'ffered in a given
.111,

' semester. , 0.

.

\

To attain maximum efficiency, M should equal R, and R should be.
r half of N, for this would 'keep the smallest numbe of faculty at full

teaching loads for both semesters i.thile.teaching alt. different courses.
44-'

O >

Table 1. bistridution of Enrollment into Various, Curricula

Curriculum
I denti ficati on

Number , 2

ti
Semester Number

4 6 -8

500 80 0 0 0 .

505 1.2 -5 13 14
,520 24 24 28 ,.?1

./
.525 ' ,40 . 24 35 48 1

530 66 'tT 71 71 al
550 8 '15 24 23.

. 560' 39 . 53 57. * 65
580 29 18: . 15 21

"., ..

298 200 243 263

;Total 1,004

V
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Using subscripts 1 and 2 to designate spring and fall semesters,
respectively, it is obvious that

M
1

+ M
2 1

N

with the equality ppssible practically if, and only if, the lock-step

organization is used. To accomodate irregular students, it is neces-

A sary that M be greater than R.

This inequality appears to hold for all engineering colleges in
the United States, with qie exception, perhaps, of the military aca-
demies.

It could be argued that a measure inefficiency of use of the

instructional staff is

2
(1112- )

N '

which is the fraction of tot course offerings made in excess of those
required for the regular It gnts.

tip

We hyp' ize that

\

2(!i=9 = 1 - K/2L
N

tends to hol8 for small college enrollments, i.e., the impedance mis-
match between the versatility required of a faculty member for inef-
ficiency and that Which is reasonable to expect of him tends, to be
made up by replication of enough course offerings to make up full -time

teaching loads.
/

The alternatives, of course,.are to keep faculty members busy at

sponsored research or other duties (such as teaching vital] graduate

classes which could not be justified on economic grounds), while

waiting their turn to teach required courses they know how to teach,

in another semester:

The efficient use of faculty is riot thon.ly considerat4Qn in or-

ganizat+on for over-all efficiency. Some courses must be offered each

semester toaccommodate irregular students. The above equation should

be modified to read

M R2 (-)=
N (1 - k)2L

where k is the fraction of the teaching load L, consciously used to

.acconnodate the irregular students to increase the efficiency of use

of their time.
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"Thus, the curves Fn and Fc of figure 1, which show the faculty

needed to man the courses offered in the spring Semester, are unrealis-

tic measures. While these members are teaching courses they know how
to teach,'others must berwaiting their turn to teach different required
courses the next semester -- courses which the currently te4hing faculty

_cannot teach well.

A more realistic measure of the total number of faculty required

is
NQ=
M

F.

The factor N/M is the ratio of the total number of required courses
to that offered in a given semester, The curves Qn and Qc show this
more realistic estimate in figure 1.

Formulas for Fn and Fc which fit the data- obtained from the model

are

and

Fc =.(a + bn) = 4.3 + 0.0445N; n > 600,

Fn = (a + bn + ) 4.3 + 0.0445n +
n - d

1000

400' n >
600;

aid_for Qn and Qc

.4;
N c

Q = (a + bn +
n mn n - d'

134
(4.3 + 0.0445n + n10-00400)'

n
600---

90

(a + bn)Qc =
10J

(4.3 + 0.0445n), n > 600,tic-

Mc

where F and Q are numbers of faculty, and n numbers of students.

The total 'faculty required for the more realistic estimates 1)n

and Qc are given in table 2.

Table 2. Total Faculty Required

Enrol lmqn t

600 800 . 1000 J200 1400

Qn 54 63 75 88 101

L-Qc 48 62 76 90 104

The number of students per faculty member are giyen in table 3.

8 1.
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Table 3. Students Per Faculty Member. A

. Enrollment

600 800 1000 1200 1400

n/Qn ° 11.1
-

'12.7 13.1 13.7 A3.8

n/Qc 12./ 5 12.9 , 13.1 13.3 13.6.

The costs-per student credit hour are easily- computed from

(FTE)$
C

(cr)n

where

C is the cost per student credit hour,
(FTE) is the 'number of faculty, Qn br gc,
(cr) is the average number of credits taken by a student,

n is the number of students, and
$ is the average salary per faculty member.

Costs per student credit hour as computed from this formula for
various curves of figure 1 are shown in table.4.

The costs per student credit hour shown in table 4 were computed

assuming .$ = 16,000, and (cr) = 16.
°

Costs per student credit hour irlustF6e used with caution. Using

Fn in the formula yields

gg

C = (

1,1
+ 0.0445) (

If n >1000, 4.3/n Z CI.0043, and the part of the Cost which varies

with n is less than ten percent of the cost per student credit hour.
Thus, this index is a mixed one--it depends on both the slopes of the
(FTE)nn curves (which have something to do with efficiency) and on

n (which by itself does not).

This weak dependence on n is apparent in table 4. It indicates

that costs per student credit khour for similar curridila at different
institutions should be compared (with caution) only if enrollments,
curricula, average student course loads,'and average faculty salaries

are nearly'hlike.

,costs per student credit hour are often unrelated to total expen-

ditures. What does it matter if a few credit hours are very expensive
ff the total is an insignificant fraction of the overall cost? Rela-

tively few expensive graduate student credit hours may provide for a

80
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Table 4: 'Costs Per Student Credit Hour.

Proposed
Enrollment New Curricula Core Curricula

Qn Fn Qc
i

Fc

.

,600 $90 $60 $81 $52
800 80 54 78 50

'1000 77 49 77 50
1200 '75 49 76 48

1000 74 46 76 48

much cheaper overall cost per student credit hour by providing graduate
student instructors as teachers to extend the productivity of senior
faculty. A cheap product can be good and reliable if the few essential
parts, while expensive, are of high quality. It is not necessary (nor
true) that the best inexpensive product be made entirely of the
cheapest Possible parts.

The Place of Core Curricula

The curves, which are only qualitative in spite of their analyti-
cal character, indicate that the core curriculum would be more effi-
cient/than the proposed new curriculum at enrollments lower than 800.

The surprising finding that the core curricula investigated re-
quire a larger faculty than the proposed new curricula is dye to the
fact that the two curricula have not been compared under equivalent
circumstances. The multipliers N/M, which account for the versatility
impedance mismatch of the faculty, were taken to'be somewhat different
for the two curricula (inadvertently, for the comparison was made
before the mismatch was recognized).

It is to be expected tbat (FTE) for both the proposed new curri-
cula and the core curricula examined should converge as n increases.

i

When the student body
ts chosen for class size, and curricular
large enough, the number of faculty required

depends only on the liiiits

structure has little effect on efficiency in this case.

Colleges of engineering are organized the way they are for his-
torical and political, reasons. The traditional division into depart-
ments.; which is encouraged by the founders' societies and accrediting
groups (in spite of increasing overlapping in teaching and p'actice
brought on by the better understanding of-nature now expressed in
generalized theories), was efficient when enrollments at colleges
such as ours wereat about 1,400. It is Acoming marginally efficient

N. as enrollments detrease.
1

4
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A completely unrelated factor- -the nationwide proliferation of

junior colleges--also makes some core curricula appear attractive. It

is likely that increasing numbers of students will enter engineering

curricula as transfer students from these junior colleges. Engineering

curricula should be organized to make-this transition as smooth as

possible.

The traditional structure becomes naturally less efficient as en-

rollments drop. This is true not only for the reasons previously dis-

cussed, but also because the easiest way to maintain departmental work.
loads as the number g,students decrease is to require that curricular
students take more coOrses within their_ own departments. Who can dis-

pute successfully the argument that each department knows what is best

for its students? And which faculty admits that it cannot teach its

own students better than any other? Or is unable to select 90 lectures,

45 at a time, to design any number of ''special" courses "particularly
tailored" for its students? In a time of declining enrollments every
degree-granting department tends to become a self-contained engineering

'college which is guaranteed to be inefficient.

The Place of Service Departments in the Present Structure '

The present structure of traditional engineering schools is shown

in figure 2. There are usually six to eight degree-granting depart-

ments and one or two'service departments, if any.

Becabse of this structure, servic e departments have .always been

in poor political positions within universities. They have no stunts

of their own and are unable to keep degree-granting departments from

absorbing the content of their courses, to maintain teaching loads in

the presence of declining enrollments. Although many service depart-

ments have disappeared, their courses have re-emerged in other curricula.

Modern engineering analyzes, synthesizes, and designs by using

mathematical models. The con's'truction of such models is not natural- -

novices must learU a foreign language (mathematics) and use it to
describe realities newly experienced in engineering laboratories.
Service courses should be those early ones in which students learn how

to fit mathematical models to physical realities. In particular,

mechanics courses are the okly ones in which students can make descrip-
tions built on past experience involving their own senses.

The essential inefficiency which occurs in colleges of engineer-
ing with traditional structure and fewer than 800 'students is that the
departments form too many subdivisions and offer too many courses which

increasingly overlap those taught in other/departments.

An administrative Opartmental structure, such as shown in
figure 3, may have advantOges, provided tWe-are fewer service
departments than curricula,

In an organization such as this, each faculty member would belong

to two groups--a curricular committee and an administrative unit. The

curricular committee would, as in the traditional organization,'
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snne 1.9..0..

s
2.Figure Conventional organization of engineering

colleges.
e

e

a

Figure 3. Administrative unit organization of engi-
neering (alleges

,
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recommend courses and establish curricula. These are academic matter

and, as before, who knows what is best for curricular students? This

structure would satisfy most external political interests. But teaching

would be done only within the administrative units, with courses and
faculty assigned according to economic policies established by the
dean. t,

This organization would provide University addinistrators with
real means for mainlining engineering instruction along modern direc-
tions and for increasing the efficrenciof colleg4 teaching: The

separation of the curricular committees from the administrative units
forms the real strength of this organization, for it allows honest
confrontation between the committees for establishing degree require-
ments without allowing direct economic benefits to accrue fromideci-
sions supposedly made for academic reasons.

I -

These administrative units could be the most important defenses
against proliferation of engineering colleges Within a university.

A Few Closing, Remarks (Sane of Which Have Been Substantiated)

With conventional structure and curricular r uirements the

minimum enrollment in colleges of engineering should be more than

1,000 to attain reasonable efficiency. It appears;that for class size

'imitations of 25 for lecture recitation sections, and 15-25 in,
laboratories, with seven degree granting departments and onejservice
department, maximum efficienCy can be attained with an enrolment of

about 1,200 or more.
, -

Amway Pie,

Higher efficiencies of instruction would be Obtained with core

curricula at total enrollments of 800 or fewer.

'. Costs per student credit hour are not very good indicators of

efficiency. The real cause of inefficiency in teaching at small tolipl

enrollments is an impedance mismatch between what a faculty merter

must be able to teach for,maximum efficiency, and whatit is reasona-
ble to expect of him.

The development of versatility should be encouraged among the

faculty. Core interest groups, the teaching of small graduate
classes, exchange of .faculty -among departments, and individual research

all tend to increase versatility. Small graduate programs which are
impossible to justify using cost criteria alone are among the things

which increase the efficiency orinstructton in,the:long run. In a

certain,sense they are almost free as they can be of by-products of

the versatility mismatch of the faculty.

Attempts to increase efficiency by deleting single departments

are likely to reduce total expenditures without changing efficiency

much. Less money will be spent, but that which is spent will be used

about as;inefficiently as before.
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' 0 erall efficiency would be improved by closing enough engineer-
ing colleges to cause minimum enrollments at the remaining ones to
rise to at'least 1,200. If this is not possible for political reasons,
shifts to core curricula should be made as enrollments decrease.
below 800.
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HOW DO ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATORS
SPEND--AND THINK THEY SPEND--

THEIR TIME?
A. E. Magana

' B. W. Neibel
Pennsylvania State University

With the large number of different activities that occupy
administrators of engineering education, it is difficult to
determine how much time should be allotted ogh activity in order to

'maintain high overall efficiency and perfor6Ance When an

,engineering dean or epartment head becomes frustrated with his
reduced scholarly ou put 'or performance, he may feel the need to
employ en administra ive aide or,ass.istarit- to help relieve"him of a
portion of his more routine,assAgnments, so that he can pur a larger

share of his energies toward research, teachin, professional
writing, and other professional work.

In order to find out how the typisal engineering education

administrator thinks he distributes his time and how these values

compare with actuality, a study0Aas undertaken. A questionnaire

was completed by a group of Administrators and a work sampling study

was carried out. It was felt thatif an administrator could
simultaneously compare how he was spending his time with howhe
thought hewas spending it and how he should be spending it, he would

have the facts to make some constructive changes in hil work

procedures. These ohanges might involve.a forced change inNpi6

work schedule, a reassignment of priorities, a further deletion
of responsibilities, or the employment of an administrative

d istant'or aide.

F this investigation the work performed by engineering

administ ators was classified into 19 categories:

1. research, including thesis 'supervision

2. teaching (both graduate and undergraduate)

3. professional writing
4. routine dictation N.

5. planning
6. professional reading
7. advising
8. universitAmeetings
9. college meetingsr

ft
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10. 'department meetings
11. administrative
12. routine clerical
13. professional consultation
14. talking with manufacturing
15. course preparation
16. continuing education
17. 4isitation
18. personal
19. other

representatives

Sixteen engineering administrators participated in the study.
Ten of-these were heads of engineering departments and s'x were deans
in a college of engineering (one dean, one associate de n nd four
assistant deans).

Each of the 16 admiRistrators vas asked to complete a
questionnaire which listed 15 activities. (The fifteenth activity,
included course preparatibn, continuing education, visitation,
personal and other). The administrators were a:Sked to record the
percentage of their time taken up by each of the 15 activities.
They were also asked to state an ideal percentage of time to be
spent on each of the activities.

In the work samplinrstudy of the 16 administrators 150
random observations of each administrator were made over a five
week period; resulting in a total of 2,400 random observations.

The survey required six random observations per day Monday
through Friday (six observations /day x five days/week x five weeks).
Since the various administrators were remotely located in relation
one to another, their secretaries were telephoned at the
appropriate random time, and they asked /heir supervisbrs exactly. .
what they were doing at the time of the call. A table. of randon
numbers was used to determine the exact time of day for each
telephone call. Although this method of data collection was not
ideal, it did permit making the study over a relatively short
period of time and no personnel problems arose from the repeateA
queries as to what an administrator was doing at a particular time
of day.

Do Administrative Aides Change the Picture

88

As some of the department heads did not have administrative
assistants, we investigated whether those department heads with
administrative assistants were spending a significantly higher
proportion of then-time on professiopal,endeavors. The study
revealed that, on thd average, the eight administrators with

inistrative assistants were spending more time on research,
sis supervision; teaching, and professional writing than the .0..

eight administrators who did not have assistants. The difference
in how the two groups were spending their time was significant at
the 0.10 level.

8)



Table 1 reflectS this trend. It also shows that administrators
without an assistant are spending more time on advising and have less
time to participate in university meetings and course preparation.

The seven work activities? (research and .thesis supervision,
teaching, professional writing, advising, university meetings,
professidnal reading, and course preparation) were considered to be
of major importance and of a professional nature that in combination
should occupy the typical engineering education administrator at least
one third of his time. To determine whether deans and department
heads with administrative aidds divide their time differently from
those without aides, a test of means using independent samples was
made. Assuming normality, the t statistic for testing the significant
difference of two means was applied. The computed value of t was
1.51.

ti

t
IC)

at fourteen degrees of freedom = 1.345

TherefOre,'at the 0.10 level we feel that there is a significant
difference in how_ the two groups divide their time.

In order to estimate the average proportion of time spent on the
aforementioned professional activities by those with an administrative
aide and the proportional decrease in time among those without one,

/ a one-way analysis of variance was made. The technique used is"'
' referred to as "multiple regression with dummy variables" and s

useful to analyze the impact of qualitative data.

Arbitrarily it was decided to assign xl = 0 for deans and

department heads with administrative aides and x2 = 1 for. hose

without aides. The one-way analysis of variance library program,
QSASt., generated the following regression equation from our input
data.

y = 34.27 - 7"i403X

By substitution in this equation, xl = 0 for the group with

administrative aides and x
2

= 1 for the group without administrative

aides, the average proportion of time that each group spends in
professional activities can be estimated:

Yo = 34.27 - 7.403(0) = 34.2J%

Y1 = 34.27 - 7.403(1) = 26.87%

We therefore'estimate that 34% is the average time spat
by deans and department heeds with administrative Odes on
professional activities. The partia.] regression coefficient
(b = -7.403) indicates the estimated average decrease in the pi.oportion
of profestional time spent by deans'and department heads without
administrative aides.

.
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..ime and how theyifitally spend it.
.,..

f Conclusion' :a

--- I*
Ir t

a

In suffnary, it can be conclUded that many administreprs in
engineering departments do not have a realistic idea of how much
of their time is eing.spent on_the various duties, responsibilities,'S41

and functions rela
a

ed 'to their positions.
. , - ..,

as

A technique that can provide them with factual information on
how they are speading their time is work sampling. We_recommend
that every admipistrator should periodically have his secretary
sample his work. as desEribed here so that. he will know how he is A/
Spending his time apd can make appropriate changes in his work

. '
schedule when jt seems desirable. \ '

c . ,

.

IV Secondly, it can be, concluded that11+th the increasing volume 4,

. of data, controls, and reports required-by so many}egments'of
society, the academic enginedring administrator annot be
productive in professional gctivities unless he is provided

'a, r adequate support.to relieve hiM of the ever-increasing volume 10E_,
Administrative detail. .

,.
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ADMINISTERING ENGINEERING
AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS

ON -HE SAME CAMPUS
Victor Richley
Youngstown State University

Two A the most significant events in engineering education in
the' late sixties and early seventies ./ere the national decline in
enrollments in schools of engineering an0 the advent of engineering
technology into the baccalaureate - field. Had each event occurred
alohe, its significance might have been somewhat lessened. They
occurred, however, simultaneously, and thereby created a stir of
national interest in engineering education circles.. Institutions
which had been providing associate degree programs in technology
expanded-their offeriligs-to-fnt4ude baccalaureate programs-im
'engineering technology (BET). Schools of engineering also expanded
their offerings to inclbde the ,gET program in order to meet student
interest and boltter lagging enrollments. While ASE provided
nationally recognized criteria for the academic ,develop ent of

BET programs,
2
and ECPD accepted the responsibility for t eir

accreditation,
3

the development of their administrative s ctures
has been an institutional function.

Institutions undergoing the deyplopment of BET programs or the
reorganization of existing programs seek guidance regarding the
appropriate administrative structure for their kind of institution.
This question is of particular interest to those institutions
housing programs in engineering and engineering technology on, the

same campus. The purpose of this paper is to report the results
of a national _survey recently conducted to provide information on
the administrative structure of BET programs and to draw attention ,
to the administrative interfacing of engineering and engineering
technology on the same campu&.

,e5L\
The. Survey

Upd finding that no national agency maintained a complete
listing of 'nstitutions offering BET programs, Moore and Will
developed din 1973 a listing of 95 such institutions.4. I surveyed

these institutions to learn of the administrative structures
under which their BET programs were offered. Of the 95 surveyed,
73 responded with positive indication of their BET program offerings.
Their responses are recorded in table 1 in such a way as to

94
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A

categorize institution types based on their program offerings. The
predominant administrative structure in use by each category is then
revealed. Since institutions were asked,only to report their
particular administrative structure and not to judge its success,
implicafiNas drawn fromrthe survey results are those of the author
alone.

Table 1. Administrative Lobtion of BET Programs

73 Institutions
of the BET
program

41 of both the associate and BET prograrlis

32 offer the BET program only

41 Institutions
of both the
AAS & BET

38 adminiiter both progamms in same unit

3 artgunister the in separate aunts

41 Institutions
offer both the
AAS & BET

18 have a Schoo of Engineering on campus

23 have no School f Engineering on campus

IS Institutions
offer both the'
AAS & BET
School of Eng
on,campus

9 administer both,programs outside the
School of Engineering

9 administer both programs in a School of
Fngincering .

32 Institutions
offer the BET
program only

25 have a School of Engineering on campus

7 have no School of Engineering on cgnput

25 Institutions
offer the BET
only School
of Eng on
campus

23 administer BET in School of/Engineering

2 administer BE1 outside'School of Engl.
neering

--",.

s.

Of the several administrative structures in use, theseihree
seemed typical:

1. Engineering and engineering technology administered as
leparate academic units reporting to separate dams.:

2. Engineering and engineering technol'ogy administered as
separate academic units reporting to the-same dean.

- 3. Engineerinvand engineering tectpology.administered in the
same academic unit with melon faculty reporting to a dean.

94'
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The first and second of these administrative structures are
-1 similar in that they require separate academic units for engineering

and engipeering technology. They differ, however, in that these units
administratively report to either separate deans for to the. same dean.
The survey reports both of these administrative structures to be
commonly employed. Some of the advantages and disadvantages in the
administration of both engineering and engineering technology under
the same dean, a dean of engineering, are suggested in the discussion
below

When'Same Dean Administers BET and Eng. Programs

Advantages

1. Promotes upward academic mobility of associate technology
graduates into engineering programs,.

4, 2. Promotes cooperation among faculty and more efficient
utilization of classroom and laboratory, facilities.

3. Promotes the professional upgrading of both engineering and
technology faculties. . -

.

4. Promotes professional development in technology s
through association with engineering students.'

-/

dents

5. Provides for greater administrative and budgetary flexibility.
I.

4,6. Promotes the development of oint coursedand

A
Disadvantages

1. May _result in considerable loss of un id entity for

technology.

ll

2. Faculty and administ1vators must be knowledgeable about
engineering and technolbgy programs, sensitive to their Differences,
and dedicated to the success of both programs.

3. Tendency toward common course and laboratory materials. for
bdth programs and an intermix of teaching assignments at the
graduate and undergraduate levels.

4. Because of enrollment pressuret and personal biases,
students may be advised into programs in whiph they have no
interest or aptitude.

5. Technology students and programs may be termed second rate
by virtue of direct comparison with engineering.

,

6. Differences in faculty degree requirement's and experience
Jirl: result in problems regarding promotion, tenure, salary increases
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and contract terminations. .

1

4

Obytously, the advantages listed for administering both units
under the same dean are the diSadvantages of administering them under.
separate deans.

The advantages and disadvantages posed here.are not complete;
nor are items cited in order of importance. There is certain to be\

disagreement on whether certain items.are indeed advantages or
disadvantages. They are presented, however, in 'ordei- that developing

institutions are mpde aware of the nature of structures most commonly,
used and of some phspective problems with each.

The third,of these administrative structures, with &common
faculty reporting to a dean, requires a complete mix of,pculty
reporting 0 a dean, requires a complete mix of faculty ailit
academic resources which may obscure unit identity. When WS,
results, students of both programs ma/ suffer'the consequences.
An intermix of teaching assignments at the graduate, undergraduate,
and associate levels is probable, especially in smaller programs.
Many faculty who are highly motivated to research, publication and
graduate studies are not by nature suited to instruct technblogy
students. Faculty pilling to devote the time and patience necessary
to instruct technology students are not likely to bededicated to

research.

Because of differences in, objective and philosophy, a
* single laboratory facility cannot meet the needs of both engineering
and engineering technologY unless it is very carefally and

elaborately prepared. In an environment such as this, the unit
administrator must have a thorough knowledge of both programs, their
differences and objeCtives, and must have an understanding of the
characteristics of students in both programs. He must old a

cooperative and understanding, faculty in order that flexibility.,is 0
developed to-meet diverse needs. Both faculty and administratori must
be continually alert_in order that course materials and courses do
not blur into a simparity nosuited for either program. If an

institution is comiditfakto serving its community with programs
of hig4 quality, it shifilli select an administrative structure %.

offefing greater possibility for success.

Conclusions

The development of administrative structures in which BET
programs are housed has not followed*a.central pattern.

The survey revealed that both the nature of the BET program
offered and its administrative location are influenced by the
presence of a school of engineering on campus and the offering of

associate degree programs.
.

For greater success, institutions daemplating the proper
administrative location of their BET, programs should arrange to
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house their Associate and BET programs ip the same academic unit and
should provide for unit identity. Locating this unit in a'school'
of engineering or a school of applied science is of less, significance
to its success and should depend on a consideration of die relative
advantages and disadvantages of each location.
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PLANNING FACTORS STUDY FOR
TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION'

(INCLUDING FACULTY SALARIES)

R. Bruce Renda
Purdue University

Need For The Study

As academic resources become scarcer, the division orthe academic
pie becomes more competitive.andamore difficult to accomplish. Technology
educators need reliable cost figures (national as well as campus-specific)
in order to meet the following objectives:

1) Succegsful survival of the annual or bi-annual fiscal' decision-
/

making process,

2) Elimination or reduction of intradepartmental and intraschool
inequities,

3) Realistic planning for future program expansion or improvement,

It is possible to generalize and classify the budgeting process according
to four basic types:

1) Formula- funding

2) Add-on or subtract-from

3) Zero-base budgeting

4) "Equitable" distribution of the wealth or poverty

do practi4 the actual budgeting process may be a combination of varying
degrees of one or more of the above. -Regardless.of the type of budget-
ing used, in order,for a.dean or a program director to justify his bud-
get requests, it it important for him to have accurate, reliable, and-
convincing cost figures.

It is the' intent of this paper to report on the continuation of the
"Planning Factors'Study for Technology Education" initiated in 1978.

History

While Dr. L. J. Meriam was serving as dean of the Duke University
School of Engineging, he initiated a cost study involving 14'engineering

I
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schools in the Southeastern Section of ASEE for the academic years 1967 -

0. Beginning with the academic year 1976 -77; this study has become a

national study sponsored by ASEE and ECC and conducted by the University
of Florida College of Engineering. Since there are a great many educa-

tional similarities between engineering and technology programs, there
is a need to generate,cost and planning facers data for comparative a

purposes for these two types of programs. During the Second Annual
Technology Leadership Conference held at Purdue University on October 17,

ft 1977, the author of this paper made a short oral presentation to see
what interest there was among the technology educators to conduct such a

study. The response was enthusiastic. During the Third Annual_Technology
Leadthhip Conference held again at PUrdue University on October 15, 1978,
the participants were invited to comment on a draft of the proposed
questionnaire for this studyl A conscientious and concerted effort was
made to make the questionnaire used as similar as possible to the one

used by the Ehgineering Schools.

Caution In Use of Data
a

This study is only as good as the data provided by the participants.
Caution shouldtbe exercised in theanalysis of the data since there was
room for varying egrees of interpretation of instructions, definitions,

etc. Forty-six f the 156 schools which were contacted participated in

this survey this ear. ThA response is very gratifying as this is the
second year of who is how an annual study. We are looking forward to
an increased number of participants in the years to follow so that we
may improve the validity and accuracy of the survey. It is difficult to

arrive at a base common to all schoolslet'alone a base common to those
institutions which have both engineering and technology programs combined
under one administrative unit. Budgeting and accounting system anomalies

are commonplace. For example, the Purdue University School of Engineering
and Technology at Indianapolis utilizes a departmental structure for the
respective enginee ing technology and engineering programs. In the

School of Engineering and Technology budget.; a specific number of posi-

tions are assigned to each department. Departmental budgets include
faculty salaries, benefits, supplies'and expenses, and travel. Deter-

minatipn of relative amounts -in support of the engineering technology
programs for these departmental categories is, therefore, straightforward.
However, wages and salaries plus benefits for all administrative, clerical,

e and support personnel are charged against the Dean's Office along with,

all capital equipment expenditure. These costs often cannot be directly

allocated to one specific program or department. In these and similar

instances, a uniform technique for pro-rating costs into an appropriate
classification is essential.

* .

Interpretation of Data

Exhibit I - Displaying the salaries for administrative personnel as

well as fatuity in technology programs is self-explanatory. It is obvious

that there are few administrators on the associate and assistant deanship

level.

Exhibits II-A, B and C - Showing the comparative salaries for' -engi-

neering administrators and faculty versus technology administrators and
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faculty contain more'reliable data for faculty than for administrators.
It is interesting to note that on the instructor and the assistant'
professorship level, the average salaries for engineering and technology

are about the saxe. For associate professorships, salary differences
range from $1,00041,800 and for full professors, the difference varies
from $3,000-$4,500 (depending upon-whether one uses E.C.P.C. figures or
U.F.C.E. figures) for the academic year 1977-78, whereas the gap has
increased to $2,000 and $6,000 respectively in the academic year 1979-80!

Exhibit III - Contains a great deal of cost information for technology
programs which requires a careful analysis in conjunction with the question-

naire biat accompanied the study. The institutions t7 participated in
the, study,will recaive a more detailed analysis of thi exhibit as well

as an analysis of their own costs soon.

Exhibit IV - Shows the .cost analysis for dngineering progr s versus

technology programs. There are a number of interesting co sions that

one can draw. The author wishes to point out a couple of t fa comparisons
that seem to be most significant: -

a. For thg academic year 1978-79, the engineering programs received
instructional support of approximate)), $77 per student credit
hour'taught versus $60 for technology programs, whereas the
1977-78 figures were $75 and $45, respectively.

.

b. In the acadethic yev 1978-79, thq engineering faculty taught
281, student credit hours per semest& versus 274 credit hours
for technology faculty, whereas the 1977-78 figures were 256
and 333 respectively.

It'is tempting to make a sweeping statement that in gendral technology
programs are underfunded and technology faculty is underpaid.
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The author wishes to thank Mrs. Marsha Mandelbaum, Mrs. Georgia
Ann Edie, Mrs. Patricia Fox, and Mrs. Susan'Herrmanft for their valuable

help in preparing this study.

*Technology refers to any technology program accredited or accreditable
by ECPD (ABET). R
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Exhibit I

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
FACULTY SALARIES

12 Month Terms Maximum Minimum Average

Deans '>, 1979-80 50,000. 17,305 35,470

... 78-79 . 46,000 17,305 32,914
77-78 46,500 18,500 33,585

Associate Deans 3979-80 39,000 \18,855 31,913
78-79 38,000
77-78 35,100

17,535
25,685 1

30,351

29,279

Assistant Deans 1979-80 38,905 24,000
78-79 35,748

2

25,932
32,445
26,373

77-78 32.640 24,000 27,655'

Department ,Heads ,1979-80 39,624, 13,543 27,027
- 78-75 37,368 10,596 25,164

77-78 37,793 16,200 25,789
*

.

.

9/10 Month Terris

Professors 1979-80
.

.36,898. ,. 14,500 25,378
, 78-79 35,241 16,884 23,517 ,,

77,78 '27,250 17,000 221012
'

i ° Associate Professors 1979-80 30,700 12,900. 21,789
78-79 . 29,700 12,550 19,575
77-78 23,205 15,941 18,947

.

Assistant Professors 1979-80 24,000 13,000, 18,411
78-79 27,780- 12,000 °a. 17,488

. . 77-78 18,875 14,484 16,534

Instructors 1979-80 26,684 9,194 16,192p
78:79 24,264 9,194 14,542
77-78 20,490 . 11;000 14,514
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Exhibit II - A

19h-78

'SALARIES,

ENGINEERING - UNIVERSITY OF,FLORIDA COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING (UFCE)
AND

ENGINEERS COUNCIL FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (ECPD)

VS .

. TECHNOLOGY - PURDUE UNIVERSITY AT INDIANAPOLIS (PU-I)

12 Month Terms Maximum " Minimum Average

Deans (UFCE) '58,018 28,064 39,383
(ECM) N/A N/A N/A
(PUI) 46,500 18,500 33,585

Associate Deans (UFCE) 56,478 23,744 ,' 36,446
2 (ECPD) N/A N/A N/A

(PUI) 4 35,100 25,685 29,279

Assistant Deans UFCE 44,811 17,924 29,504
liVA N/A ' N/A

-(PUI) 32,640 24,000 27,655

Department Heads (UFCE)' 56,603 i6,981 35,251
(ECPD)
(PUI)

29,502
37,793

23,705
16,200

i

26,518
25,789

9/10 Month Terms

Professors (UFCE) 51,415 14,150 26,583
. (ECPD 30,511 20,911 25,149

(PUI)- 27,,250 17,000 22,012
. ,

Associate Professors (UFCE) 32,570 12,877 20,692
(ECPD) 22,534 17,324 19,877

.

-
(PUI) 23,205 .150941

,

18,947-

Assistant Profes'sors UFCE) 24,928 9,750 17,143
15,229 16,782

PUI) , 9875 - 14,484. * 16,534

Instructors . UFCE) 33,490 7,924 13,405
ECPD) 14,930 12,250 14,939
PUI) 20,490 11,00p J4,514

*(88) 4

(26)

(5)

(7) ,

M

(62)

(33)

(61)

(33)

(1B
(

a
. .

(UFCE) UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDMCOLLEGE OF ENGINEERING ,...

1978-79 Engineering Faculty Salary Survey sponsored by the ASEE and ECC ,

and conducted by the University of Florida College of Engineering.
Figures shown were reddced by 6.0% to make them comparable to the 1977;78
figures of the other two surveys.

(ECPD) ECPD Survey of Institutional Data 1978-79. Engineering Education: February 19.
Figured shown are for the academic year 1977-78.

(PUI) PURDUE UNIVERSITY AT INDIANAPOLIS -"Purdue Univer'sitySchool of Engineering
and Technology at Indianapolis:

t.
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,Exhibit II - B

1978-79

SALARIES

ENGINEERING - UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA COLLEGE OF ENGINE' /NG (UFCE)

'and
-ENGINEERS' COUNCIL FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (ECPD

,..
.41

d
VS

TECHNOLOGY - P6RDUE UNIVERSITY AT INDIANAPOLIS (PU-I)

12 Month Terms

Deans

Associate Deans

Assistant Deans
4.

Department Heads

9/10 Month Terms

Professors

Associate Professor

Assistant Professor
,

.

Instructors

Maximum

(UFCE) 61,500

(ECPD) N/A

(PUI) 46,000

v(UFCE 59,867

(ECPD' N/A

(PUI)- 38,000

'(UFCE) '47,500

(ECPD) N/A

(PUI) 35,748

(UFCE) 60,000

(ECPD) 31,597

(PUI) 37,368

Ilinimum Average
.

29,748 41,746

N/A, N/A

17,305 32,914 (29)

a .

25,200 , 38,633

N/A N/A,

17,535 30,351 (11)

19,000 31,275'

N/A N/A

25,932 26,373 (5)

18,000 37,367

25,166 28,232 (36)

10,59 25,164 (32)'

54,500 15,000

ECPD) 31,352 22,621

PUI) 35,241 , 16,884

(UFCE) 34,525 13,650

(ECPD) 24,051 18,485

(PUI) 29;100 12,550

UFCE). . 26,424 10,335

ECPD) 19,907 16,091

PUI) 27,780 '12,000

(UFCE) 35,500 8,400

ECPD), 16,350 13,277

PUI) 24,264 7 9,194

28,178

26,591 09)
.23,517 (29).

21,934
20;988 (41)

19,575-7-4(33)

18,172
17,,823 (41

17,488 (3

14,210

. 14,313 (E)
)4,542 (

(UFCE) UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
1978-79 Engineering Faculty Salary Survey sponsored by the ASEE and ECC

and conducted by the University of Florida College of Engineering.

(ECPD) ECPD Survey of Institutional Data 1979-80. Engineering Education: February 19'

Figures shown are for the academic'year 1978-79.

(PU DUE UNIVERSITY AT INDIANAPOLIS - Purdue University School of Engineering

nd Technolegy'at Indianapolis
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Exhibit II C

1979-80

SALARIES

ENGINEERING - UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING (UFCE)
and.

.

ENGINEERS' COUNCIL FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (ECPD)

VS ,

TECHNOLOGY - PURDUE UNIVERSITY AT INDIANAPOLIS (PU-I)

12 Mb h Terms Maximum Minimum . Average Ali.

Dean .
.

MA)
67,000 17,596 43,927

PUI) 50,000. 17,305

N/A N/A

35,470 (32)

N/A

(UFCE 71,333 20,40 43,545
(ECPD) N/A N/A N/A
(PUI) 39,000 18,855 J1,913 (16)

PUI)
ECPD) N/A N/A N/A

Assistant Deans 50,000 17,300 33,127

38,905 24,000 32,445 (4)

Department Heads "40,307
(ECPD) N/A N/A N/A

69,692 19,400

PUI)
E

39,624 13,543 27,027 (30)

Associate Dean

9/10 Month Term?
a

PUI)
ECPDA

36,898
N/A

16,500
N/A

'25,378 (35)

N/A'

Professor UFCE) 57,800 16,416 31,590

Associate Profesio; (UFCE) 35,891 12,200 23,920
ECPD) N/A N/A N/A

(PUI) 30,700 , 12,900 21,789 (40)
(

t
Assistant Professor UFCE) 28,356 11,500, 19,804

ECPD) N/A N/A N/A
PUI) 24,000 13,000 18,411 - (40)

(ECPD)

26,684
ECPD) N/A

9,194
N/A

16,192 ,(27)
N/A

Instructors UFCE) 30,000 6;750 .15,360

,

(UFCE) UNIVERSITY'OF'FLORIDA COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
1979-80 Engineering Faculty Salary Survey Sponsored by the ASEE and
ECC and conducted by the University of Florida College of"Engineering.

(ECPD) ECPD - NJA

(PUI) PURDUE UNIVERSIThAT INDIANAPOLIS - Purdue University School of Engineering
and Technology at Indianapolis.
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EXHIBIT III

NATIONAL SUFgARY
TECHNOLOGY

1. TOTAL DIRECT 2. TOTAL
INSTRUCTIONAL SALARIES INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS

1

77-78 5428,481.35 (33).

'78-79 393,717.00 (46)

79-80 417,537.00 (46)

3. TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL SALARIES
STUDENT CR. HR.

$494,890.26 "$39.43 ,

495,849.00 49.50
512,156.00 51.35

TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS INSTRUCTIONAL OPERATING EXP 4NSTRUCTIONAL FACULTY SALARIES
4. 5. 6.

STUDENT CR. MRS. , STUDENT CR. HRS. INSTRUCTIONAL FTE

77-78 .544.73 ' $2.74 523,565.63 (33)

78-79 60.44 -. 3.01 19.523.00 (46)

79-80 59.76 3.45 21,619.00 (46)

INtTR SUB-FACULTY SALARIES RESEARCH FACULTY SALARIES
7. 8.

INSTR SUB-FACULTY FTE RESEARCH FACULTY FIE

77-78 57,991.31 528.851.78
78-79 11,747.00 N/A

79-80 10,246.00 N/A

RESEARCH SUB-FACULTY SALARIES.
RESEARCH SUB-FACULTY FTE

N/A
N/A
N/A

rf,
10. TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL AND

11 12.
TOTAL STUDENT CR. HRS. ' HEAD COUNT

RESEARCH FTE'St FACULTY FTE FALL ENROLLMENT;

77-78 .23 -
78-79 /A 274 (46)

331 (33) 677
491

79-80 N/A 261 (46) j ' 585

13. TOTAL UNDERGRAD CR. HRS. 14. TOTAL GRAD C. HRS. CON- 15. TOTil. STUDENT CR. HRS. CONVERTtO

CONVERTED TO SEMESTER BASIS YERTED TO SEMESTER BASIS IA SEMESTER BASIS

77-78 6,782 21.5 . 7,065.05

78179 5.112-0O N/A 5,112.00
79-80 5,426.00 N/A ' . 5,426.00

16. JUNIOR & SENIOR HEADCOUNT
17.

JUNIOR & SENIOR HEADCOUNT PH D. DEGREES
FRESHMAN & SOPHOMORE HEADCOUNT

18.
BACHELOR'S DEGREES

77-78 271.48 N/A ..II N/A

78-79 261.07 1:1.8 N/A

79:80 239.83 1'2 N/A

MASTERS DEGREES OFFICE SPACE TEACHINGLAB SPACE
19. 20. 21.

`BACHELORS DEGREES TOTAL INSTR. & RESEARCH FTE JUNIOR & SENIOR HEADCOUNT

77-78 N/A 144.75 146.24

78-79 N/A 171.63 138.60

79-80 N/A *165.30 169.50

RESEARCH LAB SPACE RESEARCH LAB SOACE ,. JUNIORA SENIOR HEADCOUNT GRADUATE HEADCOUNT
22 23

RESEARCH FACULTY WITATITIMURT " INSTRUCTIONAL FACULTY Fit 25 INSTR. FACULTY FTE

77-78
78-79
79%80-

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
`N/A

N/A

16

12.12
10.57

N/A

N/A
N/A
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Exuum Iv
NATIONAL SUMMARY

End IREERINd - UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA k0ILEGf OF ENGINEERING (UFCE)
vs

TECHAOLOGT - PURDUE UNIVERSITY AT4ENDIANAPOLI5 (Pu-4)

1. ' TOTAL DIRECT
INSTRUCTIONAL SALARIES

4
77-78 '$1,938,000 (88) vs $428,481
78-79 2%052,700 (90) vs 373.717

TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS
4.

STUDENT CR. HRS.

.77-78 575.38 vs $44.73
78.79 77.42 ys 60.44

INSTR SUB-FACULTY SALARIES
7.

INSTR. SOB-FACULTY FTE

77-78 $9,780 vs $7,991
78=79 10,430 vs 11,747

10. TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL AND
RESEARCH FTE'S

'

77-78 184.10 vs 26.23
78-79 178.12 vs N/A

13. TOTAL UNDERGRAD CR. HRS.

. CONVERTED TO SEMESTER BASIS

.. 77.78 .4.231 07 vs 6,782.55
78 -79 20,102.80 vs 5.112

16. 'JUNIOR 8 SENIOR HEADCOUNT

19.

22,

77-78 780.18 vs 271.48
i8 -79 807.87 ..vs 261.07

MASTERS DEGREES
EIACRORSMRITS

77-78 .30 vs N/A .

78-79 .29 vs N/A

RESEARCH LAB SPACE
RESEARCH FACULTY-

77-78-- 1,698.52 vs N/A
78-79 2,018.07 vs N/A,

'23.

1

2. TOTAL `
INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS -

/

52,460,840.vs $494,890
2,656,190 vs 495Np49

5.
INSTRUCTIONAL OPERATING-11P

STUDENT CR. HRS.

$6.44 vs $234
7.87 vs 3.01

6 RESEARCH FACULTY SALARIES
"' RESEARCH FACULTY PTE

525,400 vs $22,852
28,150 vs N/A

TOTAL STUDENT CR. HRS.
FACULTY FIE,

256 vs 331 4

,.281 vs 274 .7

14. TOTAL GRAD CR. HRS. CON- I
VERTED TO SEMESTER BASIS

11.

4,787.78 vs 222.5
5,247.44 vs N/A

GRAD HEADCOUNT
JUNIOR & SENIOR ENROLLMENT

.36 vs N/A

.41 vs 1:1.8

OFFICE SPACE
20.

TOTAL INSTR. 8 RESEARCH FTE

RfSEARCH LAUSPACE
GRADUATE HEADCOUNT

193,92 vs N/A
171.71 vs N/A

215.15 vs 144.76
225.43 vs 121.63

24

1.
TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL SALARIES

3.
iTUDENT CR. HRS.

$59.3C vs 539.43
59.83 vs 49.50

INSTRUCTIONAieFACULTY SALARIES
6.

INSTRUCTIONAL FTE

.528,110 vs 523,566
30,700 vs '19,523

RESEARCH SUB-FACULTY SALARIES
9.

RESEARCH SUB-FACULTY FTE

12,

58,560 vs N/A
10,750 vs N/A

HEADCOUNT
FALL HEADCOUNT

1,968.18 vs 677.41
2;063.86 vs 491.00

15. TOTAL STUDENT CR. HRS, CONVEiTED
TO SEMESTER BASIS

.

32,645.79 vs 7,005:05
34,305.25 vs 5,112.00

. PM D. DEGREES
1". BACHELOR'S DEGREES

.07 vs N/A

.08 vs N/A

TEACHING LAB SPACE
21.

JUNIOR & SENIOR HEADCOUNT

JUNIOR & SENIOR HEADCOUNT
INSTRUCTIONAL FACULTY FTE

12.22 vs 16
13.21 vi 12.12

For the technology programs this ratio is Junior 8 Sento? Headcount
Freshman & Sophomore Headcoya.tx,

73.22 vs 146.24
61.34 vs 138.60

25
GRADUATE HEADCOUNT`
,
INSTRUCTIONAL

4.42 vs N/A
5.46 vs N/A -

s 4

407 (a.
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METHODS 0-F FACULTY. EVALUATION
AND DEVELOPMENT

Otis E. Lancaster
.Pennsylvania State University

Lifelong learning is today accepted as the Aty to success. in.
engineering. This is true whether the engineer js in industry, a
private consultant, or in charge of his,pwn company. The problems he
faces are new each year, if not each day. Obsolescence continually

' creeps up on all. The only way to keep ahead of it is through a
pattern of tontinual'learning.

These statements may be more true for ,faculty membbrs than for,
othef, engineers, because in.mauy ways they are-more independent, and
the products they market are las carefully ;scrutinized. When an
industrial comparii employs a new engineer, it usually ,has a training
period-ft him. He is introduced to the activities, products, and
goals of the company. Many times the company gives him experience in
research, design, development, And production before assigning him a
work area:

. .

Universities should have {_and some do have, program's for the
training and development of their faculty. Befoee discussing the
nature of a development program, the queWog, "What ace faculty
supposed to doV must be answered. 'Without an answer, any development
prograw,would be premature. Many would say that the question
.stupid, and the answer obvious. The facility are to teach, duct.
research, and participate in the continuing education o ers. .But,
like. all obvious statements in textbooks. the duties are usually
illusive. r /

In more speci#ip terms the faculfyare'to'prepare men for
professional engineering wOrk in industry, in goverment, in.
universities, and in private consulting. They are to prepare men to
use knowledge---knowledge that exists or knowledge which might exist.
To ph emphasis in on use.

.

The function of engineering faculty is topreilIre men for
professional engineering work, that is develop students who can and
want (1) to use knowledge in new creations and in Modification of

'

present things, and (2) to supply missing link% in useable knowledge.
This requires that the faculty not only now the existingrsubject',
matter; its limitations, and the chances of extension in,,various

1-08 .
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directions, but they also should know how it is b
to conceive other ideas for its use in an econbmic

(design). They must be able to supply some missin

knowledge. Finally, they must be able to impart t

students.

(1

ing used and be able
1 practical way
link& in useable

ese things to

Engineering faculty have two profesiions: engsin ring and

teaching, so development programs should be two pronged., The subject-

matter or knowledge prong has long been considered. Thro 'Flout its

ilistory ASEE has sponsored short courses in various areas. or many.

years the National Science Fouhdation h2s had a faculty feflo ip

program for 9 to 15 months of study. The universities have had

tradition of sabbatical leave. All these have helped some facult

keep abreast 'of the scientific side of the subijects. Even these

programs within themselves are insufficient. rhe professors must

continue to learn on their own.

There is an area in which it is much harder for men to learn

by themselves, even if they are motivated to do so. It is the area -

of using knowledge, the use of present knowledge, in industries, and
the specific knowledge needs for further use in design and production.
This development can come best through association with industry or

design projects. The DuPont Company has a Year in Industry program

in which a faculty member works bn DuPont's engineering problems
and then returns to the academic world. The Ford Foundation
established the Residency in Engineering Practice, now administered.

by ASEE NASA and ASEE have jointly sponsored Summer Insti4tes at
various NASA laboratories on research and on ,design.

'44

PROGRAMS FOR ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT C\
DuPont Year inIndustry
Ford Foundation Residency in Engineering Practice
ASEENASA Summer Fellowships
Sabbatical Leave
Consulting

At an ASEE Section Meeting in May 1971, four leaders from
industry pointed out many weaknesses of our graduate programs, and,'

stressed that there was a need for closer relationi between faculty
and companies in order to produce a match in the education and duties

of engineers in non-academic positions. There is a long way to go

in developing faculty who can direct learning toward this patch.
Even the intent of the year with industry is misconstrued., One

young professor.lwanted to take this year to write papers to

strengthen his publications for,promotiOn. .Lip service i given to

the importance of engineering and the preparation of students for

work with industry, yet to a large extent promotions are based on

published papers or dollars of research, much if not most of which

are in scienceor mathematics.

110
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The NASA Summer Institutes on Design, which the author helped
setup, were intended to help faculty develop the competence necessary
-to direct graduate programs on applied engineering. This was an
initial step. All programs constitute just a drop in the bucket.

a-

Many more, programs for the development of faculty on using knowledge
in engineering are needed,..

Faculty Traihing Programs

For the most 'art, the, engineering nculty has not had any
special raining for directing the learning of others. They enter
the fi s amateurs and often remain that way. The number of
programs help them become good teachers has been quite limited;
this is the fault of the system and the pay-off-function. A recent
survey showed that, contrary to-what is sometimes staved, over 60% of
faculty members are at colleges and universities beca1jse they want
to teach and enjoy teaching.

It seems logical that.it is up to.the Society and the colleges
and universities to prepare and administer Oegrams for the
development of engineering faculties. 'There have been, some national
two-week programs. Now there are some two-day programs An each of
the ASEE regions. The overall philosophy, has not been to develop
models for others to mimic, but to study those subjects which could
be a basis for each teacher to design his own effective methods
compatible with.the personality and his students. The subjects
considered are psychology, speech, listeningAtesting, programmed
learning, Nisual aids, stimulating creativity, and research on
improvement of learning. .

For the lalt 14 years The Pennsylvatillis State University has had

a seminar on teaching for all new faculty, where by definition a
neyi faculty member is a person teaching at The Pennsylvania State
University for the first time. Consequently, the set of
participants consists of graduate assistants, instructors, assistant
professors, associate professors, professors, and department heads.
The present dean and five of the department heads went through the
prograff.A

Currently the program is modeled after the ASEE-PSO programs tir

of 1960-63: a concentrated two weeks with hours from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. daily with outside preparation at night. At PSU however, the
program is held during the week preceding and the week following
the fall semester. The second week permits the discussion of real *"

problems encountered in teaching the previous term. Years ago the
seminar was held regularly for one period a week throughout the
school year. Many pkferred this arrangement, since current topics
could be discussed immediately. The present arrangement makes it
easier to concentrate on the practicum (workshop). The present
program includes nine practicums.

o
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Requirements for Good i'eachinq_

Perhaps this is the time to state that we do not become better
teachers by just listening to ideas on teaching. To teach

effectively one must fulfill four steps of learning: motivation,

response, reinforcement, and transfer.

.The seminars can motivate the professor to develop ideas on
teaching, and can supply some time for the initial response. If

permanent changes are to be made, teachers dust demonstrate (response)
good leadership in their classrooms; then, for its continuation the
teachers raust,reCeive feedback (reinforcement) in the form of
praise, pay,-or awards for jobs well done; and lastly, they must
transfer the good techniques from the practice session to a real

.class and to other classes.

In order to give that continual motivation, raises and
promotions should be b ed upon truly meritorious performance. A

development program is doomed to. fail unless there is an evaluation

program. We must know which way is bp.
ti

WHY EVALUATE INSTRUCTION?

To help improve teaching
To develop, some standard. of acceptable per-

formance
To help make decisions on promotion
Toy help make meritorious salary changes

Several years ago PSU President Walker asked me to chair a

committee to measure teaching effectiveness. Although it was

,
recognized that the only true measure of a teacher's effectiveness-
was the achieveMent of his students and their continual interest

in the field, comparative measurements of such factors were not

always possible. Moreover, an.absolute scale did not appear to be

as practical as a relative or comparative scale. Hence, the

committee suggested four factors to be u 'Sed for the evaluatiOno

when feasible:

1. Comparison of scores on common tests and examinations in

multiple section courses

2. Achievement in subsequent courses which require the

knowledge of the course taught

3. Opinion'ofstudenq

4. Opiniori of colleagues
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Evaluations using these four factors were pilot- tested On the
teaching .of English ikomposition. Table 1 gives some of the results.

.

Table 1. Evaluation of TeadliiiiVEnglish Composition I

Instructor
Code

Student
Rating

Faculty
Rating

Common
Examination

Subsequent
Course Total

04 3.8 32 32 36 13.8

06 3.5 3.1 , 45 30 14.1

10 41 43 35 45 164
12 349 3.4 30 3.3 116

The Importance ofStudent Opinions

Student opiniods have received an amazing amount of attention.
Hundreds of questionnaires have been developed with the number of
questions ranging from 6 to 150. Our committee made some steps
that are fundamental in strengthening the usefulness of such
questionnaires.

4

Use a random sample (for then and only then can probability
theory be used for interpretations).

2. Insure that all students in the sample respond or devise
a way of estimating the effe4 of the donresponses.

3. Collect information after students have had time to use
material learned (two years afterwards).

4. Keep it. simple (six questions) and easy to respond.

A random sample of 40 students are selected for each faculty
member from rosters of students taught by them twqayears before_
The students on the rosters for all three terms are numbered
consecutively, then by use' of a, .table of random numbers the 40

specific numbers (students) are selected. (The sample size of 40
was based upon standard deviations obtained in pilot tests). The

questionnaire listing the instructor's name and the course is mailed
along with a self-addressed, stamped envelope to each of the 40
students. The questionnaire explains that it is a sampling survey
and stresses the importance of having all-respond.

The random number of the student is placed in the upper right-
hand corner. This number is removed when the questibnnaire is
returned. After a reasonable time for the students to respond, the
numbers are compared to the original set and those students who
have not responded are sent asecond questionnaire, and so forth.
Each new mailing is coded by Lolor to tell whether it is the first,
second, third, or fourth mailing.

4la
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111E PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

OPINIONNAIRE ON TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS

The College pf Engineering is concerned with the ouolity of instruc.
ikon and os requesting opinions of students in Oar to hlp moinain
high level of teoching. You have been rondomly selected as one of o
sample of 40 students to porticipote in the systrnonc poll on the proles.

\lor listed below Since lasting impressions ore considered the most in,.
portant ones, you ore being oslod about instruction you rerceived about
Iwo yeors ago Plow. consider each question carefully Record your
opinion by encircling the oppropriatis response and insert this opinion.
nacre in the inclosed stomped nvoslope and moil.

It is essential that a response be obtained from each individuol. To
aim' that all responses ore obfained, some provision must be mode for
contocting those students who do not respond to the first query. Canso,
quentiy, the number in the upper right hand corner of the oponionnoore-
will be doodled as soon as this form is theived. Thus your response will

a not be associated with your nome unless you sign the report.

Instructor Coarse

It How would you S 4 3 2

rote student teacht Soong *tams 5otisfortory Good will S.
tlabonships? obese of good cooperatIon

will and cooper. seldom present
°t16.

2)..;/ere important 5 4 3 2 .1
obiectives met? 004rely Fairly well Stone,* 4..

3) Was lorning en. 5 4 3 2

honed by the Protnic*. hewn:aeon Prsntotio
instructor's method very meaning. helpful about seldom
of presntotoon? fa holt the time helpful

4) Wos thinking and 1 4 3 2 1

independent work Highly stimu Avrogro little
stimulated? Wing stimulation

5) Did grading pro, 5 4 3 2 1

bitctly ttotod Adeguote Slightly rlotcl
to obiettiv.s 8 to objectives &
achievement ochievemnt

cedifs soon, rand
ood-orcurote?

6) How does this
instructor rank with
others you !love hod
in this University?

S 4

One of the
best

3 2 1

e of theScitisloctory On
or Ovrog 10041 good
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The six questions relate to student/faculty relationships,
objectives, methods for enhancing learning, thinking and creativity,
grading, and overall teaching effectiveness. The responses are
tallied on a page showing the distribbtiqn on each questigp from
one to five. A computation is made for the mean on each Ttem.
The results of an individual survey and the distribution for the whole,

\faculty population are made available to the faculty member, the
department head, and the dean of the college, for two purposes: .

to help faculty to improve, and for consideration in raises,
. promotions, and terminations. It should be stressed that this is %
only one of the pieces of input for the second Consideration. The
faculty is asked to survey their own students to get additional
information to assist with the first.

It can beshown tli'at these student opinions are reliable and
seem to be independent of the grades reCeived. Student opinions
are important and should be obtained. They do not give the whole
answer, but they should not be ignored.

The evaluation'of the development of faculty os engineers must
not be overlooked. This, too, may be estimated by the effect upon
the students, as well as from the instructor's activities, interests,
and approaches. The feedback from the student's employers would be
good, but it would be difficult to trace the-effect to o special
individual.

In summary, a program for the development of faculty is a must.
this development should have two parts: (1) development as in
engineer who can and,does use'information on current problems;
(2) development as a teacher who can and does give effective
guidance (teaching) for student learning. The first can be done
by programs in cooperation with industries and government
laboratories. The second canbe motivated by seminars and institutes
on pedagogy at national,-regional, and local levels. Both take
continual development or lifelong learning. Methods for evaluating
the effectiveness of each should be eMployed with ample rewards and

recognition for improved and outstanding performance so as to
maintain motivation. One instrument for dgirig this is student
opinions. With strong developmental programs the day for
amateurism for facu,lty should be past, and the day of professionalism
should be at hand.
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.APLAN TO INCREASE
AND IMPROVE SCHOLARSHIP

Arnold Allentuch

Newark College of Engineering

Many promising young faculty members fail to realize their
creative potential. Such disappointments are particular problems
for small universities and colleges trying to encourage the growth
of faculty research to support their graduate program and improve
the intellectual ambience at their campus. For these institutions
an important question is: What can the institution do and what
kind of conditions can it provide to help stimulate the release of
these creative forces?

To consider how faculty research should be increased, it would
seem worthwhile to consider how the professional environment
changes for the new teacher as he begins his first.facultrposition.
Although most Ph.D. candidates experience the anxiety associated
with qualifying examinations and thesis work, they generally exist
in a relatively protected environment. Those new Ph.D.'s who choose
an academic career are abruptly faced with new conditions of teaching
a full load, contributing to college activity and, of course,
engaging in creative research. To meet these responsibilities there
is now no advisor greatly committed to their supervision and
guidance. There areno short term goals such as the Ph.D. degree upon
which the creative activity can be focused, and, unlike conditions
in industry, there is no well defined work stpicture.

Structure and Security
"6,

Academic research goals tend to be more long-range and vague.
The lack of structure requires that the discipline'so necessary for
a successful research effort must come completely from the. individual
researcher. In a study of scie tists and'creativity, Pelz and

Andrews
1

Conclude that "...yo
ir

ger scientists, perhaps, gain security
from the situation: from the group, their colleagues, their
chief. With advancing years, security must lodge increasingly in the
man himself." The problems of doing creative work in an envi4ronment
with no external structure is familiar to all free lancers, artists,

,

writers, composers, etc.

The academic institutions already established -as centers- of

117
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research provide a work'environment which helps the new faculty
member, usually selected from a group of the best Ph.D.'s, make the
transition between graduate student experience and his first faulty

position. In an interesting Occasional Paper from ERIC,2 Collins
surveys the available literature in which questions of research

'

productivity are considered. Collins cites Ceane
3
who "Mund that

scientists at 'major' universities were significantly more productive
in the number and quAlity of their publications than scientists at
'minor' universities." However, the very vitality.of.mAjor
institutions as research centers imposes a different set of pressures
on new (and old) faculty members.

At these major institutions, the new faculty member most
frequently is assigned a senior faculty researcher under whose
guidance he does creative work. A continuity is established between
his graduate and postgraduate career. Of course, there are now

additiOnal responsibilities, such as teaching and committee work.
However, as a creative person, he becomes part of a team. As time

passes the new pesearcher is expected to become more independent in

his research. 'Thus, he must begin to generate new ideas for research,
attract funding from outside sources, and supervise graduate students.

If he fail to develop in this way, tenure is denied him. '

Those itutions struggling to develop a research capability,

however, fin hemselves in a double bind. They generally attract
faculty with less potential and then do nofr provide conditions for
creative work which help to ease the transWon from the graduate
to the ,postgraduate environment. Having fekr seasoned researchers,
they often hire the new man to carry the full burden of the
creative work in his area of interest. Many, meet such a challenge

and grow intellectually. Too many, however, fail to realize their

creative potential under such conditions.

The question of autonomy has been Considerecl'by Pelz and

Andrews.' They write:

"...a relatively high level of individual autonomy
iwas effective mainly in ... those (situations) which

were neither very tightly coordinated nor loose. In the

latter, wheremembers already enjoyed considerable freedom;
the most autonomous scientists were below average in

performance."

The institution sufferS of course, but so does the new teacher and,
ultimately, his students. Clearly, the young teacher who is

releasing his creative energy will be a more vital and /interesting

teacher.

The question those in each institution aspiring to a higher

level of research must ask is: under what conditions do new young

faculty prosper as researchers? Collins
2

sumgirizes the most
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significant literature in which "the research environment that best
facilitates the work, of *ductive researchers" iS,discussed.
According to Collins, four themes stand out:

Interaction with' Colleagues'

1. ... the most effective of (scientists) regularly interact

with colleagues.
4

(-

2. ... older scientists are less likely than younger ones to
participate iriresearch groups withColleagues; but they are also

more likely to make contacts outside the laboratory situation. 5

3. Group research efforts are most effective when member's
average tenure in the-organization is low enough so that they still
have an interest in,'broad pioneering,' but high enough so that their

interests have not narrowed to highly specific area.
4

Interaction with Administrators, Supervisors

1. The scientist performs better when the supervisor/administrator
works in the scientist's own.disc.ipline and when the administrator

is viewed as highly competent and motivated.
6 4% .1.

2: ... The optimal situation seems to be that in which the
admintstrator i.ves neither complete autonomy or.(sic) complete
direction, but interacts frequently aqd gives the scientists the
opportunity to participate in critical decisions. participatory

rather than directive or laissez-faire.leadership.
5

'

6

Diversitk of Intemsa and ActtviAes Among Others in the Organization

1. ... the mere diverse the interests of colleagues who then
interact with eabh:other in the research organization, the greater

everyone's resultant productivity.
4,6

Fhysleal and Financial Resources

1. ... the availability of funds for research was only
effective depending upon the amoullt of autonomy with which a
scientist and/or his organization would use them (sic).

.Newark Program To Increase FacultykResearch

These research findings in the field of,Osearch productivity
have formed the basis of a new program at NeWark College of Engineering
(NCE) desiliqed,to increase the amount'of faculty reilerch. We are
one,of two state supported institutions in New Jersey offering p full
range of d*gree'programs in engineering. list.was developed of
research areas reflecting, to a great extent, national priorities, '4

. _1 .4.
1 7

4

,
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5

in research 1We tried assess our faculty competence in each of'
these research areas. final. list matching national research
interests with facu interests and ability was subsequently Idrafted.

ani!ic selected from this final lis'lthree research areas to lAgin our .

-Program. In twq cases, eArgyeresources and biomedical research,
there already existed a fair amount of research activity, alt with no
apparent coordination. Thus, the faculty engaged in these two areas
of research had no external funding to support their efforts. In thet

third area, noise abateMent, no current activity existed. However,
a number of the faculty were working in the closely related fields
of acoustics and vibrations. Research groups were formed in each
of the three areas.with a.senior researcber chosen as leader. t

Several young, inexperien ced faculty members were included with
the veteran researcherp in each of the groups- The functions of each
group were to develop and coordinate research' activity in their
particular area-. Towdrd this goal they_were expected to conduct
research, organize seminars for their_group, attend courses elsewhere
if necessary, survey the literature, and recommend appropriate
pynhases.

To initiaterand coordinate this program wa formed' a
coordinating committee comprised of some of our most mature,and

experienced researchers. They were also selected because they
represented a broad spectrum of interests and .teckgrounds,land
because they had-been sensitive to the ebb and flow of research

interests nationally. .Additional criterip for selActing the

members of this committee were their interest in teaching) in the

- 'professional actiOties of the younger faculty, ancin the
professional growth of the college. The'responsibility of this

committee has been to identify the areas of research in which the
college ought to get involved to maintain, its recency, andto
maintain a knowledge of the research interest of their colleagues
with particmlar emphasis on the Younger people.}

Although none of the initial three groups was given a specific
budget, they were all encouraged to /request funds from t, special

account as needed t.support their efforts. In the fi*st year

these funds Were expended in sending members of the groups to
conferences, in taking courses, and in purchasing supporting '

documents. In addition, they visited various industrial and
' government laboratories whenever they felt these visits would

further Support their activity.

Organizational Problems -

In organizing this program we have encountered several problems. .

First, it was'impo5sible to find people for the coordinating
committee meeting all of our criteria. Second, each'thember of this

group, although enthusiastic about the program, haS his own
professional interests which include nine hours of teaching. Thus,

they are knot able to make a continuous contribution'to the program.
However, the Associate Der for Research, who chairs the coordinating
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committee, has provided the continuity. Third, we have not been able
to identify competent leadership-in ..each of the areas an which NCE

ought to develop some research activity. Ata time of decreasing
engineering enrollment we can't hire people with leadership, qualities
and research experience as we would like. Fourth, we have encountered
resistan'e from some of our more,experienced faculty at the idea of
being diverted from their immediate professional activities to
provide leadership of a group. In this last situation we have divided
the leadership of the group between an experienced older man and a

younger Colleague. This procedure has worked extraordinarily well.
The younger man in each case has pursued his tasks with vigor and
enthusiasm, and as a result. developed leadership and professional
talentS,. Of course, no member of the faculty was coerced into becoming
identified with a group effort. We' therefore lost the potentially
valuable help of some experienced researchers who prefer.red to work

alone, as did some of our younger faculty, /
.

Thesociate Dean fOr Research, who is himself engaged in an
active resnrch program, has mainted close personal contact with each
of the groupt. An atmosphere of mutual respect has developed betwelp
the members of the groups and the dean. This climate of cooperation'
between the administration and the faculty groups has been extremely
helpful in resolving occasional personality conflicts and in jointly
working out funding priorities.

The-program has been ,in operation for one year. 14e feel that if -

this program works, significant increases in research product4vity at
the college will not be realized for at least three (or as may as five)

years. However, a progress report can be made on the first year of
activity:

More people at the college are currently engaged in coordinated-
research efforts. Interesting proposals have been written in the

areas in which we already have expertise. Thses may not be funded, but
it is ovvious that the groups from which these proposals were generated

will write others. The group which is in'the process of developing its
,z expertise is ready to develop a specific research program. Most impor-

tant, the climdterfor research at NCE has improved.

Our hope is that the program we have been developing at Newark
.College of Engineering will help our institution in two ways'. First,

younger faculty will find the conditions of their transition from
gradUate school to their first teaching position easier to make, so
that they can"more fully realize their potential as teachers and
researchers. Second, the research activity at the-college will change
for the better both qualitatively and qUantitatively.

Conditions for Success

The program as outlined above would work at other institutions,
provided several key conditions were to be met. First, some level of
research effort must, already exist at the institution so that a small

group of leaders among the faculty can be identified. In addition, a,
number;of potential Tearchers must be present who could effectively

=4 .9
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work with the establiOied researchers. Leadership available should be
in fields which are groWing in national interest. If such leadership
does not exist at the institution, a few carefully selected appointments
must be made. Qverall support must be provided by the administration
to assist the researchers whenever necessary.- The level of institu-
,tional commitment to research must be high enough to juitify the
apppintment of a Dean for Research, a fully dedicated person, with a
budget sufficient to provide a measure of internal research support,
some academic support (short courses, conferences, visitations,
seminars), 'adequate administrative assistance for handling proposals,
reports papers, and even some equipment funds. The institution must'

provide release time for researchers to enable them, to commit, at ,

minimum, one uninterrupted day per week to their creative efforts.
A clear commitment by the administration to.the criterion of scholar-
ship as one of de path to advancement would be additional and
tangible signs of the inttitutional dedication to'creative research
as one of its goals.

\In sum, the institution must identify leaders and' potential
researchers. The administration must commit itself td 'Supporting_
scholarship by providing leadership, Opropriate rewards, and economic
support. Finally, the administration must demonstrate an understanding <

of the-special nature of creative work.
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/ALMOST EVERYTHING
YOU'VE EVER .WANTED TO KNOW

' -ABOUT ELECTRICAL
ENERGY MANAGEMENT

`Abstract
li

Energy consumption during 1976 at the four Carolinas manufacturing
ants of Fiber Industries; Inc. (FII),( dtopped 10.2 percent from 1975

le :ls as the result of a vigorous nine=po t energy management program.

Ti; 10.2 percent drop, in in energy consumption translates into ,
. -

... $3.4 mjfllio -in savings and the non-use of t.2 trillion Btu's (Britisb
thermal units) of tmergy. The latter is roubhly equal to,the amount of
energy required to heat 12,200 normal sized Charlotte area homes for an
entire year.

With over half of the annual
.,

FII energyl, dollars being spent for
electrical power, even a small percent reduct on in kyrd and kwh results
in significant savings.

This paper details the FII electrical energy management program,
including the basic program organization, a reiviek of current equip-\ ment available, techniques to employ and pitfalls to avoid, evaluation
of claims made by vendors, response to possible upcoming peak load
pricing rates 'current areasoof activity. 1

.
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Background

Wayne L. Stebbins
Fiber 'Industries; Inc,

,

Fiber Industries is a Celanese Corporatidn subsidiary producing
polyester and nylon, bers. The 'compan, is owned 62.5 percent by
Celanese and 37.5 percent by Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd. of
Great Britain.

FII headquarters as well as the firm's Otensive research and
development operations are located in Charlotte, N.C. . The company
operates man-made fiber plants near Salisbury sand Shelby in North
Carol lila and near Greenville and Darlington irk South Carol ina.

The combined kw demand of all four plants exceeds 100,000 kw,
with an average monthly load factor of better than 90 percent. In
1977, it is projected that FII will purchase approximately $19 million
of electricity. This cost would be closer to $21 'million without the
intense effort directed to electrical energy management.
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.In some product lin6, the cost of energy is second only to raw
materials in terms of cost per pound of final Oosluct, ahead of labor
and capital. With monthly electric bills of over 5500,000 at both the
Shelby and Salisbury plants, even a small reduction in kw demand results

in a substantial savings. .

'Organization

In the view of FII, the basic tasks of a successful energy manue-

ment programare to: (1) maximize producer energy, (2) minimize-con-
sumer 04 of energy, (3) maintain a high energy load factor, and (4) use
energy in its most economical form.

Sind 1973 when FII initiated its formal energy'management program,
the approach has been centered around the PicAt Law of Energy Manaaeipeht
which states that, "Plant Utilities Are Always-Adequate To.. Meet Ftodut-

tion Demands". Put in 2ther words, whenever Ooduction or output of a .

plant is threatened because the supply of an energy source or utility is
ihadequa,te, the consumption of tha,t,utility declines to the level at
which the plant can meet the production targets, until a new energy

source is developed.

For example, production at one plant was threatened due-to one of
three steam boilers being down for emergency repairs. Quick action by

the plant maintenence and operating personnel 'Iodated and corrected
numerous small steam leaks and faulty steam traps, to the degree that
full production_ continued with only two steam boilers oh line.

,

The challenge of energy management, there is to create an

energy awareness and to provide the tools which will reduce energy con-
sumption On a continuous basis, to the low levels_ which are achieved
during tfie emdrgency situation, BUT to do so in a manner that doesnot

strain plant maintenance,-engineeTing and operating personnel. FII is

not an energy company. Energy and utilities support the main function

of the businesswhich is to make quality nylon and polyeS.ter products

at the lowest possible cost.

As.with any _cost reductign plan, the.success of the energy manage-
ment program depends on the response at the plant level. At each FII

plant, energy coordinators are responsible for seeing that: (I) inteyest

is stimulated in energy saving projects which will result in real and
lasting savinos, (2) operators and foremen are. provided with the neces-
sary tools, to become a part of the energy management team, and (3) energy

management is an integral part of each department's operation. FII has

followed a well structured approach to energy management, centered
around the following nine major guidelines:- "-

1. Obtain Total Management Commitment
This usually means first getting the commttment of_the president
of the company. Witho commitrpent, energy management is

doomed from the start.

2. Obtain 1Em 0
eration

m r to e irst gu e ine, the cooperation of the operating

peoplelis vital to the success of th energy management program.
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3. make Appropriate Energy Surveys ,

While this may appear fairly obvious, it is amazing how little time
and effort is dedicated to this step. Athorough survey pays off

every' time.

4. Analyze Survey Results
Now that all the data areavailable, what is to be done with it?
Here again, often too little time is devoted to analyzing where and
why energy,is used in each part of the plant.

5. Set Conservation Goals
It is difficult to set realistic goals at the first attempt, but it
is necessary, for without goals the plants have nothing to strive
for, or no method for measuring performance.

,6. Develop Reporting;Format
Good communications are vital to energy management, just as they are
to any other program.

7. Implement Engineering Changes
This guideline covers the complete spectrum from merely diSconnecting
excess light fixtures to the addition of computer-based enthalpy
controls on air washers to use outside air during winter months.

8, ProvideNecessa6 Equipment
While'adequate equipment is obviously important, it is sometimes
diffttult to resist the'urge to overkill, just to assure that the

project will be a success. For example, putting in a minicomputer
to merely log kW demand, when a simple data logger would do the job
at one-tenth'the cost.

v

9. Monitor Results ,

The tendency is for Situations to .return to their previous state

after a change has occurred, unless continued monitoring is carried
,out: Here is where an otherwise'suoceSsful energy management program
ma)y, stiffer, defeat after six months or even several years unless con-

, tifued monitoring is recognized as a major requirement.

Oile.mfhor rearranging of'these guidelines may be required from
time to time, the success of the entire prograM depends a step-by-

step approach, with each stage dependent upon successful completion of
the preceding stage,

The major thrust of effort at FII has been to make people aware of
the importance of energy management, to provide the necessary tools,
techniques and equipment, and then to continually monitor the results
to ensure-gains that have been made are maintained.

Power and Energy Data

The upper part of Fig. 1 details in simplified fashion how the kw
demand value is obtiined from the ptility kwh meter. Each time the
meter disk makes one complete revolution under the infldence of the vol-
tage and current coils, the photocell energizes the relay and transfers,
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contacts A and B, providing a kwh output pulse. At the end of the demand
interval, usually 15, 30, or 60 minutes, a clock pul is given for two

to six seconds, signifying that a new interval has be*.

.The A, B, and clock contacts are used by the demand monitoring or
control equipment to develop the curve shown in the lower part of Fig.

1. The kwh pulses are merely added to each other over the demand
interval. A line connecting the tops of the columns of pulses describes
the accumulation of kwh pulses during the interval. The actual kwh per

pulse and the number of total pulses recorded during the interval will
depend on the plant load and the PT and CT' ratios for the specific kwh

meter. The fictitious mouse fanning the lower bearing in Fia.:1 illus-
trates that the disk speed increases proportionally to an increasing
demand for power, hopefully not to the level that causes bearings to
overheat!

it is importanl to note at this point that the slope of the line,
mithematicarty speaking, is defined as rise over run, which is kwh
divided by time, (one half hour in this case), which is equal to kw
demand. That is to say, the tOtalkWh of energy consumed, divided by
the time over which it was consumed, yields the average kw demand for

power over that time interval. This, means that by detecting the slope
-of the line early in the interval, corrective action can be taken to
reduce the slope by shutting off loads, lowering the average kwd to a

more acceptable value. It follows that a flat line of zero slope would
indicate no further energy consumption, a zero demand for power. Taken

to the extreme, a line with a Aegative slope would indicate negative
energy consumption, with a reversal of power flow; i.e., on-site genera-

tion of per back into the utitity company's transmission system. This

could oecur if lar§e capacity generation equipment was a part of the

plant utility system.

The exact length of the demankinterval will vary by power company,
one of the most common being 30 minutes. This interval length is most

frequently associated with the time for power company generators, trans-
formers, and transmission lines to biuild,up Sufficient heat due to
overload conditions to do permanentldamage to the equipment.

However, as kwd peaks increase, and as a few power company customers
attempt "peak=Splitting", the demand intervals are being reduced to 15

or even five minutes. In a few cases, a "floating/ihterval" is used,

where there is no identified beggining and end to the interval. The kwd

peak is then the highest average kwd for, any successive 30 minutes during
the power company billing period. There are some extreme situations
wherp the power company will refine to supply the customer with kwh,
pulse information. *In that case, the customer has to install his own
PT's and CT's and appropriate kwh meter or other transducer, if he wishes
to obtain kwd information.

The data in the chart shown in Fig. 2 are somewhat different in
nature from that in fig. 1, in that the ordinate is now kw instead of
kwh, and. the abscissa is now days instead of 30-minute interval. This

"Profile of Peak kw Demand at the FII Shelby South Substation" illustrates

a
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the fact that the plot of highest average daily kwd values can Nave a
positive, negative, or zero slope, and still represent,a valid profile
Of the plant's demand for per over a given period of time. In this
case, the chart in Fig. 2 illustrates the six days that manual load '

management procedures were used to limit kwd peaks. The powe company
contract under which the Shelby. plant operates includes a -month
100 percent demand ratchets which provides a strong econ is incentive
to stay below the previously established kwd peak.

Available Equipment

By this time, the'reader may have suspected that with all of the
money to be saved in electrical energy management, many manufacturers
would have jumped on the bandwagon and started marketing some sort of
monitoring or controlling equipment. This is exactly the case, and at
last count, over 75 manufacturers believe that they know how to monitor
and control electrical power and energy.

While space limitations do not aTlow a review of all available
equipment, the vendors listed in Fig. 3 are a good cross section of.what
is available'on the market today. The control schemes are divide, by
cost and capability into four basic categories, from simple manual
surveillance to total energy control systems.

Category I describes the monitoring type of equipment which logs
kwd data and alarms when a preset value is reached. The success of this
system relies on the proper action by the operator in carrying out manual
control of demand. Over the past two years, seven of these units have
been installed, at the four FIT plants apd at the R&D Center in Charlotte.

4., at

Two of these demand recorders were installed at,the Shelby plant
! in July 1975, at an approximate cost of $5,000. During the first year
of using the records in conjunction with a manual kw shedding program,
demand charges in excess of $30,000 were avoided. Similar results have
been obtained at the other plant locations. This experience has proven
that the proper approach to electrical energy management is to first
monitor the incoming per and energy, and develop a method of manual
control before investing in more sophisticated controllers,(1)

Category II describes the hardwired type of equipment which
actually makes decisions about when equipment should be shut off, in
what order, and for how long. The shed and restore sequence and the
equipment priority can be easily changed by the operator using plugs
or switches on thE frOnt of the controller. This type of equipment is
usually limited to demand control only and the associated energy savings
which may result.. For this reason, it is most frequently used in small
buitdihgs and plants where more sophisticated cap'abilities such as logs,
charts, and equipment optimization are not required.

Category III describes the minicomputer type of equipment which
has the capability of demand and energy control as well as logs, alarms,,
trend Charts and optimization routines. In fact, the capability is
limited only by memory size and I/O expansisn. A word of.caution is
necessary at this point. One of the najor'computer manufacturers was
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called in to discuss the capabilities of his_system. It was mentioned

that FII desired to investigate the concept bf enthalpy control of air

handling units by computer control, and at that point the salesman asked

how to spell the word enthalpy! This experience pointed up the fact

that there is a very wide range of.capability and proven field experience

between vendors of computer-based energy management SyS'tems. The wise,

engineer takes everything the vendor.says with two grains of salt before '

believing any of his claims. Also, keep in mind that the software pro- 6

gramming cost can equal and sometimes exceed. the hardware cost, especially

if the customer has to do the bulk, of the system development work.

A Category III system is currently being installed at the Salisbury

plant, which will initially perform demand control as well as energy

reduction through cycling of about 30 air handling units. Future poten-

tial applications include enthalpy optimization of the same air handling

units, chiller optimization, (most likely in the open loop), data collec-

tion for utilities monitoring, and other energy management tasks not yet

defined or even thought of.

Category-IV describes the total energy control type of equipMent

which has all of the Category III features plusrcanplete monitoring and

control of several thousand points-. It should be realized that a certain

amount of overlap exists between Categories III and IViequipment, depending

on the vendor involved and the options under consideration. In general,

the Category IV equipment is best pited to large plants, large office

buildings, college campuses,or any application where thousands of points

must be monitored or controlled, usually via some hultiplex method of

data comunication.

Survey Techniques

It became apparent early in FII 's energy ma gement experience that

many vendors glossed over the importance of,taking a survey bf,theiplant

loads to identify those that were really available for deman6'control.

\
In dome cases, the vendor acknowledged that such a survey was necessary,
but underestimated the time and manpower required to deaythorough job.

\ It thus became apparent that a formal, sandardized survey method had

\ to be developed if any truly useful information was to be obtained.

The outcome was the survey form shown in Fig, 4. Using one sheet for

\each motOr control center (MCC) in each plant, all loads of five horse-

rwer, or five kka and 'arger, were,tabulated and evaluated regarding

heir availability for use in the electrical energy management program.

The survey approach involved using current updated electrical
drawings where available, backed Up with field checks to verify exact

conditions where questions existed. Approximately 60 manhours were

required at each plant to complete the initial survey, with a minimum
of follow-up time to resolve occasional questions that arose when

reviewing the survey results.

A similar forM was used for detailed lighting surveys in each

plant. The sample lighting survey form is shown in Fig. 5. The typical

lighting survey covered tow days and one night at each plant and has

resulted in significant, lighting reductions-in some plant areas.
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While the resulting dollar savings were sometimes not as significant as
those found in the motor survey for demand control, the lighting reduc-
tion programsontinues to serve as a constant visual reminder to the
plant personnel that FII is engaged in an ongoing energy management
program.

Where Do We Go From Here?

The current electrical vergy management program centers around
several main topic areas. If is now apparent that peak load pricing
rates will be made available to 50 industrial customers selected at
random in North Carolina in the near future. An analysis of the pre-
liminary peak load rate schedule proposed by Duke Power Company indicates
that FII would not benefit from being on such a rate in its present form:
The develbpment of this rate concept in North Carolina will be watched
closely, and if seen to become economical, could give rise to new. energy
management programs such as rearrangement of certain plant operations or
the capital investment in chilled water storage for making large quanti-
ties of chilled water during off-peak hours.

A current electrical energy management program involves improvement
of the efficiency of the electrical system. As shown in Fig. 6 the
overall system's efficiency is only approximately 81 percent which in
1977 will result in the loss of several hundred million kwh and several
million dollars. This does not include the additional costs associated
with the additional air conditioning required to remove the heat result-
ing from this lost energy.

The detection and changeout of large underloaded induction motors
to smaller and/or higher efficiency induction motors will contribute
greatly to improved system efficiency and power factor. The 4etection of
sudynderloaded motors is greatly aided by the use of a portIble torque
analyzer'recently brought on the market. It is basically an optical
tachometer, calibrated to read out directly in percent of shaft horse-
power to the load. (2)' The principle of operation is based on the fact
that the slip rpm of an induction motor is linear from 10 percent lload
toP110 pdrcent load.

v..

The greatest benefits of the torque analyzer apRear to be in the
following areas: .

1'. Ability to quickly locate UnderAlled induction motors;

2. Ability to watch loading of equipment vereit other conditions
such as throughput, filter conditions, temperature and pressure;

'3. Ability to determine true motor efficiency at any load when
'used in conjunction with conventional kw monitoring on the,
motor input leads;

4. Ability to assist in sizing future motor requirements based on
actual load date; and
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5. Ability to assist maintenance mechanics in periodically checking
mcgor loading, which would help detect worn bearings, clogged

filters, etc.

Other approaches to improving electrical system efficiency include
the possible changeout of eddy current clutch drives to d-c drives, the

addition of capacitors for power factor fmprovement and the use of

permanent magnet a-c synchronous motors for the variable frequency

inverter drives on the spinning machines.

Other current programs are centered around the evaluation of computer-
)based systems for the optimization of chillers, steam boilers and air

compressors. The advent of the micro-processor for dedicated tasks such
as optimization presents new cost effective opportories.

Summary

This paper has presented the FII electrical energy management

program with details organization, equipment selection, survey

techniques, and curre t areas of activity. While space does not permit

a detailed review of 11 data, concepts and activities, it 's hoped

thdt the information resented will whet the appetites of t se involved

with the generation control, measurement and use of electri al energy,

to do further i6e tigation into the challenging field of energy manage-

- ment.

Footnotes:

(1) The, Application of Electrical Power Monitoring Schemes at a
Polyester Manufacturing Facility, by W.L. Stebbins, presented at
the Spring, 1975 IEEE Textile.Industries Committee Conference at

Charlotte, N.C.

PortAtorque Analyzer Model PCM 2020, marketed by RFD Instrument

. Company, Inc., P.O. Box 548, Elgin, Texas 78621. 512/285-3385.

t
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Types of Control Schemes

Installed .
Cost PoT Max. No of - Proz:am ' -

Controller Conrol 0...t..t Cnanie a w Typical
Citettory, Cost Only ' Point Control Points By - Features Vendor

1 $1, 000 $1.000 1 None ',Alarm and ° Dynatco Corp.
Manual to to (11 the alarm Available *Ilard Co'py Ferranti
Sucseillance 4,000000 . 4.000000 point is lased) . Monitoilag of Process Systems

KWD Load Scientific Coluchbus

, Figure 3

Remark'.

Rely on proper action
by the' operator

3

U $7,000 $ 300 16 to 48 Operating Alalms Allen Bradley Shed and'Restore
Hardwired go to Personnel KWD Cdarol Cutler Hammer Sequence and

15,00 $1.000 ... Using Plugs KWH Cons,. Dynalco Corp. ...x Priorffy can be
., or Switches . Cycling 1TE. PTI I...Changed Easily by

Process Systems ° The Operator
Sangamo, Square D
Scientific Columbus

III
Minicomputer $20,000 $ 200 46 to 640 , G Operating Alarm. DEC, Fisher The Featured Programs

to to Personnel KWD Control° Foxboro are limited only.by _Memory
60, 000 $00 Using TTY. KWH Canso. Honeywell. IBM Size.'

CRT Console, Cycling Process Systems (Some are harder to program
Paper Tap. Optimization Roperthaw than other. I) .

...... or Function Trend Charts Solid State Systems .../
Keys Ldgs Taylor

Graphics Westinghouse

IV $100, 000 $ 100 S 1 a °pooling , All of
Total 1 to to Thousand Personnel Category ill
Energy 400,000 600 : Using TTY, : above Plus

'Control CRT Consols, Complite
System Paper Tape, , Monitoring

-

, I
Aor Function and Control

Keys ,\

O

4.

Fisher, Foxboro This system performs con.
Honeywell tinuous monitoring and
Johnson Control Optimization Functions and
Powers Regulator Includes Potential Labor
Robeettshaw Savings
Taylor

11.4
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